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mormon bibliography 1993
ellen M copley

introduction
the mormon bibliography for 1993 is a selective bibliography
cormons and mormonism although every
of publications about mormons
attempt has been made to include all aspects of mormonism we
have purposely excluded some types of items for instance newspaper articles and articles published in the official magazines of
wen
well indexed
weli
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints are weil
by the church itself and are not reiterated here however the individual poems short stories and other such works from these official magazines have been retained and are listed in the arts and
literature section of the bibliography the arts and literature section
also includes every item of this kind which was written by a mormon author the other sections and the critical essays in the arts
and literature section include only articles and books written with
a specific mormon focus and theme
As do compilers of any bibliography of course we constantly fear not knowing of a publication and therefore leaving it
out readers who know of publications that should have been
included in this mormon bibliography are asked to contact either
ellen copley or scott duvall department of special collections
and manuscripts 4040 HBLL brigham young university provo
utah 84602 6835 we will include those publications in the 1994
mormon bibliography
this bibliography begins with a list of abbreviations and is
broadly organized into the following sections arts and literature
bibliography biography and autobiography contemporary issues
doctrine and scripture history and inspiration within each section the works are listed alphabetically by author
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LIST
UST OF

abbreviations

the following abbreviations

are used for mormon content periodicals and anthologies that have been analyzed by chapters

mormon content periodicals
published by the
association of mormon counselors and
psychotherapists for AMCAP members issue
centers on homosexuality

AMCAP

AMCAP journal
amcapjournal
tournai

BH

beehive history 19 1993 published annually
by the utah state historical society

BYM

brigham
brigbam young magazine 47 1993 published four times a year by brigham young
university provo utah continues BYU
today includes feature articles news items

19 1993

and columns
BYU studies

studies 33 1993 quarterly publication
at brigham young university provo utah

cameo

cameo latter day women in profile 1
1993 published monthly in orem utah
volume 1 premiered in november 1993

CC

chronicles of courage vol 4 salt lake city
daughters of utah pioneers 1993 published

BYU

annually

dialogue

dialogue A journal of mormon thought 26
1993 published quarterly by the dialogue
foundation logan utah

digest

latter day digest 2

published eight
times in 1993 by the latter day foundation for
the arts orem utah premier issue was
1993

november 1992
ensign

ensign 23 1993 published monthly by the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints
only poetry is included for articles consult
the yearly indexes published by the church
or the index in the december issue

exponent 11
II

exponent 11
II
il 17 18 1993 published quarterly
II inc arlington massachusetts
by exponent 11
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no official connection with the LDS church
issues 2 4 of volume 17 and issue
18 are the only 1993 issues

1

of volume

inscape

inscape 1992 A forum for student fiction
published semiannually by the brigham young
university english department and college of
humanities provo utah only the second
1992 and the first 1993 issues were available
at time of compilation

insight

insight 8 9 1993 A forum for nonfiction
writing published once each semester by the
brigham young university honors program
provo utah

insights

insights an ancient window 86 91 1993
published six times a year by the foundation
for ancient research and mormon studies
FARMS provo utah

JBOMS

journal of book of mormon studies

2 1993

published twice yearly by the foundation for
ancient research and mormon studies
FARMS provo utah

JMH

journal of mormon history

19 1993

published semiannually by the mormon
history association
JWHAJ

thejohn
john whitmer historical association
the
journal 13 1993 published annually by the
association lamoni iowa deals with
reorganized latter day saint history

MBN

the mormon bibliographic newsletter 2
1993 published four times per volume by
orrin schwab books logan utah two issues
published in 1993 final issue published in
1994 as volume 2 number 4 short articles as
well as early mormon bibliographic citations

MHAN

the mormon history association newsletter
nos 87
90 1993 published quarterly by the
8790
mormon history association

nauvoo journal
nauvoojournal
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new era

new era 25
23 1993 official monthly publication for youth of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints only poetry and short stories
are included for articles consult the yearly
indexes published by the church or the index
in the december issue

new perspectives

new perspectives 10 1993 published semianburg idaho the
Rex
rexburg
nually by ricks college redburg
first 1993 issue was not available at time of
publication

RV

restoration voice 87 92 1993 published six
times per year by cumorah books independence missouri no official connection with
the RLDS church most articles are reprints
sHerald included in this biblifrom the saintsherald
saints
Saint herald
ography are only articles of a historical nature
pertaining to the period of time before the
separation of the RLDS and LDS churches

saints
herald
Saint sHerald
saintsherald

1993 the monthly family
magazine published by the reorganized
church of jesus christ of latter day saints

saints
herald 140
Saint sHerald
saintsherald

with headquarters in the auditorium independence missouri
sunstone

sunstone 16 1993 four issues published
in 1993 by the sunstone foundation salt
lake city although volume 16 spans parts
of 1992 94 this bibliography lists only the
1993 issues

this people

this people 14 1993 published quarterly by
utah alliance publishing inc salt lake city
contains feature articles and columns exploring LDS issues and personalities

UHQ

utah historical quarterly 61 1993 published quarterly by the utah state historical
society salt lake city

witness

published
quarterly by the foundation for research on
ancient america independence missouri

WRI

wasatch review international

the witness nos 80

83 1993

2 1993

A

semiannual mormon literary journal dedicated
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to creative writing which in some way
explores the mormon culture published in

orem utah
ZA

zions advocate 70 1993 published monthly
the official publication of the church of
christ with headquarters on the temple lot
independence missouri

ZR

zarahemla
Zarah emla record nos 65 70 1993 published bimonthly by the zarahemla
Zarah emla research
foundation independence missouri number
70 not available at time of publication

anthologies analyzed by chapter
approaches

metcalfe brent lee ed new approaches to
the book of mormon explorations in critical methodology salt lake city signature
books 1993

confronting

horton anne L B kent harrison and barry
L johnson eds confronting abuse an LDS
perspective on understanding and healing
emotional physical sexual psychological
and spiritual abuse salt lake city deseret
book
1993
book1993

DLLS

proceedings 1993 proceedings of the
deseret language and linguistics society
1993 symposium provo utah brigham
young university 1993

DS

brigham young university 1992 93
devotional and fireside speeches provo
utah university publications 1993
graig J oberg eds the
sessions gene A and craig
search for harmony essays on mormonism
and science salt lake city signature books
1993 several previously published essays by
david H bailey james L farmer
fanner william S
bradshaw and F brent johnson gary james
bergera dennis rowley richard sherlock
richard sherlock and jeffrey E keller edward L
kimball steven H heath duane E jeffery
eldonj
eidon
eldon
eldonaJ gardner morris S petersen keith E

harmony
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norman R grant athay richard pearson
smith william lee stokes two essays
published for the first time by L mikel vause
craig J oberg and gene A sessions

heavens
beavens

the heavens are open the

1992 sperry

symposium on the doctrine and covenants
and church history salt lake city deseret
book 1995
book1993

is

black susan easton and charles D tate jr
eds joseph smith the prophet the man
provo utah religious studies center brigham
young university 1993

mothering

cannon elaine mothering salt lake city
bookcraft 1993

restored

the restored gospel and applied
christianity student essays in honor of
president david 0 mckay provo utah
center for the study of christian values in
literature and religious studies center 1993

riches

challis john K and john G scott eds riches
of eternity twelve fundamental doctrines
from the doctrine and covenants salt lake
city aspen books 1993

sharing

sharing the light in the wilderness favorite
especiallyfor ror
talks
from especially
for youth salt lake
rof
talksfrom
city deseret book 1993

3 nephi 9 30

nyman monte S and charles D tate
patejr
tatejr
jr eds
ejr
Tat
nephi
the book of mormon 3 nepbi
neobi 9 30 this Is
my gospel provo utah religious studies
center brigham young university 1993

mushed
mashed
washed

bell M shayne ed washed by a wave of
wind science fiction from the corridor salt
lake city signature books 1993

wog
woy

why say no when the
wright randal A uby
world says yes resisting temptation in an
immoral world essays on morality salt lake
city deseret book 1993
anderson dawn hall susette fletcher green
and marie cornwall eds women and christ

momen
women

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol34/iss1/20
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selected trom
living the abundant life talks selectedfrom
from
the 1992 womens conference sponsored by
brigham young university and the relief
society salt lake city deseret book 1993

ARTS AND

literature

novels childrens books short stories plays poetry critical essays
personal essays music and articles about the arts written by or
mormons
Mormons
about cormons

art
dant doris R and linda jones gibbs harwood and haag paint paris
byustudies
BYU
studies 33 1993 754 56
friberg arnold the spirit of a picture digest 2 september 1993
19861
24 29 reprinted from the artist october 1986
gibbs linda jones visual narratives from the life of christ B YU
studies 33 1993 468 79
haltern hagen G celestial aspects of art digest 2 march 1993
42 50 some material taken from his art integration orem
utah H and H book 1989
johnston jerry al rounds watercolor memories this people 14
spring 1993 40 45
lawrence elizabeth an international tribute to women through
sculpture digest 2 january 1993 66 71
digest 2 november
lile karen E lord touch these stones
1993

85 87

nixon william art of truth digest 2 december 1993 9 19
the purpose of art digest 2 march 1993 1 11
an open letter to LDS artists and patrons of the arts digest 2
september 1993 12 13
utah state of the arts ogden utah meridian international 1993

childrens books
bagley pat

nocom
cow wife illustrated by will terry
the no
hana yde

salt lake

city deseret book 1993
Nep
bites
hites gone salt lake city deseret
nephites
where have all the nepbites
Book 1993
book1993

bagley val chadwick 1I love the temple A coloring

and activity

book american fork utah covenant communications 1993
crockett maline C stories to see and share book 3 illustrated by
nina grover salt lake city deseret book 1993
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crowther jean D growing up a mormon bountiful utah horizon
1993

dean bessie lets learn of gods love rev ed bountiful utah
horizon
1993
horizon1993
lets learn the first principles rev ed bountiful utah
horizon
1993
horizon1993
kanna
karna
karla AJs best friends salt lake city bookcraft 1993
erickson karia
holzapfel richard neitzel and T jeffery cottle in the days of ofjoseph
joseph
smith A childs story and picture book to bring church history
to life salt lake city bookcraft 1993
hughes dean lucky in love salt lake city deseret book 1993
muttys ghost new york Anthe
nuttys
neum 1993
antheneum
littke lael star of the show salt lake city deseret book 1993
mangum diane lofgren carry on caroline salt lake city bookcraft
1993
molgard bette

the best baptism ever jakes story salt lake city

bookcraft 1993
tennys story salt lake city bookcraft
lennys
the best baptism ever jennys
1993
morgan cleona D

daniel meets a lion activity song and gospel
story salt lake city bookcraft 1993
voros J frederic jr ne
the stones of the temple illustrated by kathleen
peterson salt lake city deseret book 1993
yorgason margaret all about birthdays salt lake city bookcraft
B

1993

all about easter salt lake city bookcraft 1993

critical essays
alexander thomas G A mixed but generally open bag the
historical articles in the encyclopedia sunstone 16 november
1993

39 42

barlow philip
benefits

L

wanted mormon theologians no pay great

the theological articles

in the encyclopedia

sunstone

november 1993 32 38
cracroft richard H attuning the authentic mormon voice stemming
sophic tide in LDS literature sunstone 16 july 1993
the sophie
16

51 57

cutler christine lynne trailing clouds of glory wordsworth and the
latter day saint conception of man provo utah brigham young
university 1992 honors thesis
jorgensen bruce W to tell and hear stories let the stranger say
sunstone 16 july 1993 40 50

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol34/iss1/20
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mauss armand L marching down the mormon middle A review of
the social issues in the encyclopedia sunstone 16 november
199545
199543
1993 43 48
199343
metcalfe brent lee apologetic and critical assumptions about book
of mormon historicity dialogue 26 fall 1993 153 84
mulder william telling it slant aiming for truth in contemporary
mormon literature dialogue 26 summer 1993 155 69
wallace stegner sunstone 16 november 1993 9 10
smith george D orthodoxy and encyclopedia the book of mormon
in the encyclopedia sunstone 16 november 1993 48 53
Mil
zimmerman david dean the mormon view of millons
miltons
tons god provo
utah brigham young university 1993 honors thesis

drama
Kush ners angels in america
kushnerz
heaven sent will tony kushners
rescue broadway new york 26 april 12 1993 42 48
madison cathy tony kushner angels on broadway columbia
spring 1993 40 41 story line of the play angels in america
includes a vallum addicted woman and her closeted homosexual
mormon husband
wahlquist becca nor working title yet inscape
Inscape no 1 1993 59 86

ickes bob

novels
Marm awell trilogy
bates martine the dragons tapestry vol I1 of marmawell
red deer alberta red deer college press 1992
awell trilogy red deer
marmawell
the prism moon vol 2 of Marm
alberta red deer college press 1993
jennfer
jenefer parker salt lake city
bowen annette paxman get a life jennifer
deseret book 1993
brown marilyn shadows of ofangels
angels A novel american fork utah
covenant communications 1993
cantwell lee G cross currents A novel salt lake city deseret book
1993

card orson scott the call of earth vol 2 of homecoming new
york TOR 1993
monkey sonatas vol 3 of maps in a mirror new york tom
doherty associates 1993
davis gary lori 1I1I love you but
american fork utah covenant
communications 1993 revised and enlarged from a story titled
what now mcbride
eliason lynn R patriarchs of kingdom come A novel huntington
W va university editions 1993
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gubler betty R valentines in the snow A novel of eternal family
ties bountiful utah horizon 1993
hansen jennie L run away home A novel american fork utah
covenant communications 1993
hedley leslie beaton twelve sisters A novel salt lake city deseret
book 1993
book1993
heimerdinger chris daniel and nephi A tale of eternal friendship
ripening ror
in a land ripeningfor
for destruction american fork utah
covenant communications 1993
hilton joni around the ward in 80 days A novel american fork
utah covenant communications 1993
jensen cecilia joseph in palmyra provo utah keepsake 1993
liebenthal jean 2 feathers and rings A novel salt lake city
bookcraft 1993

lund gerald N thy gold to refine A historical novel vol 4 of the
work and the glory salt lake city bookcraft 1993
marcum robert sting of the scorpion A novel salt lake city
bookcraft 1993
mccloud susan evans A face in the shadows salt lake city
bookcraft 1993
mcrae john fire in the snow salt lake city deseret book 1993
paget becky romancing the Nep
nephites
hites A novel american fork utah
covenant communications 1993
perry anne belgrave square new york fawcett crest 1993
A sudden fearful death new york fawcett columbine 1993
poulson clair samuel moronis young warrior american fork utah
covenant communications 1993
spencer darrell our secrets out columbia university of missouri
press 1993 the glue that binds Us mentions the cormons
mormons
mons
Mor
turner lisa ray pray away pounds A novel greensboro NC

hatrack river 1993
weyland jack nicole salt lake city deseret book 1993
wolverton dave path of the hero new york bantam books 1993
yorgason blaine to soar with the eagle salt lake city deseret book
1993

yorgason brenton and richard myers simeons touch salt lake city
bookcraft 1993

personal essays
11 17 no
abuse of authority in the ecclesiastical interview exponent II

2 1993

6 7

anderson jared in word power and much assurance witness 81
summer 1993 8

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol34/iss1/20
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anderson lavina fielding circles A personal meditation what does
it mean to possess and be possessed by a holy place this people
14 spring 1993

28 29

freedom of conscience A personal statement dialogue 26
winter 1995
1993 196 202
anderson tory C where have all the questions gone WRI 2
december 1993 1 13
antrei albert to whom this may concern landmarks of a liberal
education manti utah the universal impression 1993
cormons
mons
Mor
references to mormon history and mormons
arrington leonard J great basin kingdom revisited dialogue 26
summer 1993 173 83
11
H 17 no 2 1993 4
atkinson jenny my favorite interview exponent II
badger wanda west the silk undershirt this people 14 fall 1993
72 73

bailey elinor peace
1993

11
II 17
the doll connection exponent 1117

no 3

13

barkdull larry cameo an anchor to latter day women cameo

1

november 1993 4 7
bay andy the utah landscape A personal reflection on land and
WRY
family WRI
wei 2 december 1993 15 31
bay curtis serving two masters in restored 41 47
beecher maureen ursenbach circles beyond the circle this people
14 summer 1993

16 17

II 17 no 3 1993
bell eloise when nice aint so nice exponent 11
12 13 reprinted with her permission also published in
network B YU today and only when 1I laugh
III
benfell V stanley 111
lii watching dialogue 26 fall 1993 143 50
black susan easton my neighbor cameo 1 november 1993 20 21
11
II 18 no 1
bradford mary L comfort in the knowing exponent 1118
1993

17

11
II 17 no 3 1993 1415
14 15
tradition tradition exponent 1117
brooks joanna pardon the blues here inscape 1992 63 66
1255
brotherson sean E A testimony by grace in restored 117 12
bruno frank alan he Is a prophet of god A personal encounter with
ezra taft benson sunstone 16 december 1993 54 57
campbell marni
mami asplund night in restored 95 104
cannon ann edwards christmas doll this people 14 holiday

1993

65 66

Uo this people 14 fall 1993 60 63
goodbye donatello
Donate
snits this people 14 spring 1993 66 69
card orson scott A storyteller in zion essays and speeches salt lake
city bookcraft 1993
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gan
can
oil lavon B my grandmothers cabinet BH 19 1993 30 32
carroll
clark carol L forgiving one another in women 175 78
cracroft richard H celebrating mormon values wallace stegner
1909 1993 and the latter day saints WRI 2 december 1993
103 9

on the vicissitudes of serving in the bishopric
1993

WRI 2 june

76 80

craig alison wonder and wondering digest 2 august 1993
30 33 also in inscape 1992 71 76
crouch brian amen brother marlin digest 2 march 1993 68 70
curtis julie K fear of falling in restored 23 30
11 17 no 2 1993
18
II
dushkujudy
dushku judy safety first exponent 1117
II 17 no 2 1993 10
this Is my church too exponent 11
england eugene monte cristo WRI 2 june 1993 83 102
on spectral evidence dialogue 26 spring 1993 13552
135 52
fogg B J sign of hope digest 2 november 1993 17 19
11
II 17 no 2 1993 3
foreigner among the saints of god exponent 1117
frampton debbie script please in restored 65 70
gibbons ted L the footsteps of the father the shadow of the son
creation as an act of love digest 2 december 1993 24 28
II
haight angela B how 1I got converted to relief society exponent 11
17 no 3 1993 6 7
harris john S risk and terror dialogue 26 winter 1993 153 58
helps louise A downright blessed fib cameo 1 november 1993
78 79

hinckley gordon B As one who loves the prophet ins 1 13
holladay valeric
valerie companionship inscape 1992 79 95
mormon literature that was then this Is now what Is

next WRI
WR 2 june 1993 1 7
holt helene spiritual odyssey digest 2 january 1993 59 62
isaksen henry L for the love of amy A message to husbands
everywhere new perspectives 10 november 1993 18
jensen maurine C replay of a barefoot boy this people 14 spring
1993 37
199337

38

keddington dorothy M journeys of understanding cameo 1
november 1993 55 66
andjacqui
jacqui larsen falcon BYM 47 november 1993
larsen lance and
42 44
11 17 no 4 1993
8
II
lea jennifer coming to peace exponent 1117
Ue
liebenthal
benthal jean Z cherry stones this people 14 summer 1993 65 66
lively robert L jr A non mormon religion professors impressions

of mormon missionaries BYU studies 33 1993 151 59
maxson helen F from emerson to alma A personal odyssey
dialogue 26 winter 1993 143 51
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11
II 18 no
in his fathers image exponent jils
1118

1

1993 11
199311

mckendry kristen you wont go to hell for using a cake mix
II 17 no 4 1993 9
exponent 11
miles henry landon the trial of john home miles WRI 2 june
23 47
miller jason H As christ loved the church in restored 31 39
cheU todd visualization the eye of faith in restored 49 63
Mit
mitchell
mitchen
chen

1993

montel don whatsoever passeth
basseth through the paths of the sea
witness 82 fall 1993 10 12
mouritsen maren M theres a horse in the house in women 29 34
newell L jackson liberal spirituality A personal odyssey dialogue
26 spring 1993 79 92
Inscape no 1 1993 1 3
nishimoto ken redemption inscape
palmer sally broadbent Monopo
lyO
lye miss patterson and the seesaw
iye
monopoly
principle in restored 1 11
patrick midge the choice of forgiveness A personal account in

women 119 24
peck elbert eugene hiking to kolob
dolob sunstone 16 december 1993
10 11
1011

lamentations in the fall sunstone 16 november 1993 8
metaphors of my faith sunstone 16 july 1993 10
pederson cherie taylor flight this
ibis
iris people 14 spring 1993 16 17
plummer louise very easy very vogue in women 125 28
pratt steven P dances with music in restored 71 83
II
robison joleen ashman out in left field A true story exponent 11
17 no 4 1993 18 reprinted from dialogue 25 spring 1992
byustudies
santiago tessa meyer another winters tale BYU
studies 33 1993
161 68

II 17 no 2
sheldon carrel good girl good woman exponent 11
1993

9

shim judy yoshiko alternatives to the standard LDS mission
II 17 no 4 1993 13
exponent 11
shipps jan knowledge and understanding sunstone 16 november
11 12
1993
199311

smith marcus smart sisters digest 2 september 1993 32 37
stevenson betty coming up on the rough side of the mountain

in

women 201 8
St
stometta
II
stonetta
ometta marcia flanders desperately seeking woman exponent 11
17 no 4 1993

9

takita stephanie spong travel for the timorous

exponent 11
II
il 17 no

4 1993

12
bags insight 8
sandbags
taylor andrew D fifty pound Sand
sandbars
115
5 also published in restored 85 93
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II 17 no 2 1993 4
taylor risa the interview exponent 11
taylor samuel W the ordeal of lowry nelson and the mis spoken
word dialogue 26 fall 1993 91 99
thayne emma lou let me count the whys
ghys if talk could bring a monumental shaking of hands for israelis and arabs why not to the
people in salt lake valley network 16 november 1993 8 9
the rose jar A response to the mother line by naomi ruth
LF
II 18 no 1I G1993
lowinsky exponent 11
993 16
995
ten acres and hovering exponent II11 17 no 2 1993 15
you tell me your dreams and ill tell you mine bridging the
gap exponent 11
II 17 no 4 1993 10 11
thurston dawn who said christmas Is for children christmas Is for
11 17 no 2 1993
17
mothers exponent II
treat mary lee no more doubt ZR 69 September
October 1993
septemberoctober

14

11
turner lisa ray requiem for a typical mormon woman exponent II

no 1 1993 15
II
ulrich laurel thatcher improve the shining moments exponent 11
18 no 1 199316
1993 16 17
vause mikel the prophet WRI 2 december 1993 95101
95 101
walker joseph getting off the lecture circuit pioneer 40
November
December 1993 25
novemberdecember
wangsgaard jalene merkley and every tongue confess in restored
18

13 21

warner
wamer
darner rick my most memorable christmas digest 2 december
wamer thayne
1993 21 22 As told to emma lou warner
11 18 no 1
II
willes fayone B the challenge of growth exponent 1118
itis

13 14
1993
199313
wright
judy H the interview
wrightjudy

11 17 no 4 1993
8
exponent II
yamada laura worthington A calling to fill in restored 105 115

poetry
aliff michelle the race new era 23 june 1993 51
ana christopher brian digest 2 august 1993 46 47
A misunderstanding digest 2 june 1993 29
benny
berny
beriy shoes new era 23 august 1993 23
kimberly
anderson Kim
bahr mary lynn gathering digest 2 august 1993 61 also in
scape no 1 1993 5
In
inscape
prenuptial counseling inscape
In scape no 1 1993 4
seeing egypt digest 2 september 1993 29 also in inscape
1992 21
199221

baker virginia ellen arizona geometric

sunstone 16 december

11
1993
199311
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the desert temple sunstone

16 july 1993 27
dissonance sunstone 16 july 1993 39
mist on garmisch slopes sunstone 16 december 1993 16
under the dogwood tree sunstone 16 november 1993 12
ball raelene baptism new era 23 april 1993 51
11
II 17 no 2
barrett julie E dancing through pickles exponent 1117
1993 13
bean kendall ross reverent love A song and parable digest 2
march 1993 78
bedore laura autumn antiques cameo 1 november 1993 49
crab apple windows cameo 1I november 1993 66
winter weeds cameo 1 december 1993 26

bell M shayne after two weeks of delays above novo brasil
azimova
azimovs science fiction 17 april 1993 157
byustudies
bentley C wade lonetree BYU
studies 33 1993 781
out of the rain BYU studies 33 1993 594
YU studies 33 1993 244
byh
the razing BBYU
Bem hisel donna commentary dialogue 26 winter 1993 xv xvi
bernhisel
bickmore lisa orme to the mothers who bear no names exponent
11
II 17 no 2 1993 13
1117
bitters shawn 11I will not faith thee digest 2 june 1993 35
bowles rita lancashire saint dies dialogue 26 fall 1993 152
brooks joanna during august we play married inscape
In scape no 1

I

1993
199377

new moon november inscape
Inscape no 1 1993 6
brown sean brendan if you want to cry touch me sunstone

16

december 1993 66
looking at her 1I could sunstone 16 march 1993 57
portable shrine sunstone 16 march 1993 19
quiet courteous performer sunstone 16 november 1993 42
repose sunstone 16 december 1993 21
silence sunstone 16 july 1993 50
bushman carlton marilyn lydia reading in a garden A painting by
mary cassatt exponent 1118
11
II 18 no 1101993
993
995 9
11
II 17 no 2
butler deb west bloomfield township 1979 exponent 1117
1993

13

campbell les filling moments digest 2 january 1993 71
ben mami
marni asplund for my father 1934 1990 dialogue 26
Camp beU
campbeli
campbell
fall 1993 70 71
scape no 1 1993 44 45
sariah In
inscape
cannon david neal meditation in the celestial room inscape
In scape no
1993
1995 32
199332

1

33

11 17 no 2
cannon helen B bottling baryshnikov for julia exponent 1117
II

1993
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150

card timnah
timsah nephite christmas new era 23 august 1993 25
dillyn decoration day dialogue 26 summer 1993 xii
carpenter jillyn
carr courtney revealed messages inscape
Inscape no 1 1993 20
cattani donna haight household of faith dialogue 26 summer
1993

201 2

chamberlain lesly replenishing ensign 23 september 1993 57
II 17 no 3 1993 11
cheney donna R the quilt exponent 11
christensen elaine 1 I have learned 5 things dialogue 26 winter
141 42
1993
1993141

clark
In scape no
oark gina overhearing eyebrow conversation inscape
dark
10 11
1993
199310

clark
oark harlow soderborg dove descending
dark

WRI 2
wri2
wrid

1

june 1993

74 75
cluff elizabeth

my mothers kitchen exponent 11
II 18 no 1101993
993 9
11 18 no 1 1993 9
old woman in the mirror exponent II
collings michael R because I1 would not stop for death the
magazine of speculative poetry 1993
7the
Boneyard of old ezra snow and other poems thousand
be boneyard
Chap books 1993
oaks calif Buck
buckthorn
thom chapbooks
exiles on a lefthand
left hand world midnight zoo 3 4 1993 59
father child digest 2 november 1993 28
molestation scream 4 april 1993 23 25
ordination vigor no 2 april 1993 4
orion disappeared last night poet magazine 4
Spring Summer 1993 34
springsummer
portrait of the artist on the verge of middle age expressionist
1993 24
primavera thousand oaks calif Buck
Chap books 1993
buckthorn
thom chapbooks
remembering the flight of wingless birds poet 4
Spring Summer 1993 34
springsummer
sacramental song digest 2 october 1993 77
sonnet to fourteen who died on an unnamed winter world
midnight zoo 3 4 1993 59
spatiotemporal
spatio temporal spectacles space and time no 81 spring
28 29
1993
199328
this Is the season digest 2 december 1993 40 first
appeared in poet magazine summer 1992
Buck thom
the warren poems thousand oaks calif buckthorn
Chap books 1993
chapbooks
warren
waffen travels with his father dialogue 26 summer 1993
116
Hispanica 4 1993 17
hispanics
craig J scott auto da fe la marca hispanica
II 17 no 4
dutson christine M an armful of love exponent 11
13
1993
199313
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II 17 no 4 1993 13
the exchange exponent 1117
WRI 2 december 1993
ajr
florence giles H
hjrjr feelings WR

fogg

B

151

93

girl at thirteen WRI 2 december 1993 75
standing in white WRI 2 december 1993 91 92
J dad in the kitchen digest 2 september 1993 61 also in

inscape 1992 19
what el salvador meant to a three year old dialogue 26
spring 1993 153
fuhriman ingrid of sacrifice a shrine sunstone 16 december
1993

59

gardner donna hilton stones ensign 23 september 1993 57
gentry E brian art can be naked inscape 1992 77
gonzalez carnos
His
carios enrique Hd
carlos
bito la marca hispanica
habito
panica 4 1993 16
hispanics
hibito
His
percepciones la marca hispanica
hispanics
panica 4 1993 14 15
gorton stephen R blossoming
Bloss oming digest 2 march 1993 27
two gardens digest 2 march 1993 5 3
green heather pilgrimage new era 23 august 1993 26
spring of teal new era 23 august 1993 27
hall randall L A man of battles braids his daughters hair BYU
studies 33 1993 812
Mi
madoris
midoris
doris eyes BYU studies 33 1993 329
nauvoo an exodus of flesh and blood digest 2 january
1993 54
pale phylacteried
phylacteries of faith

digest 2 august 1993 29
prisoners fare digest 2 august 1993 74
resurrection digest 2 january 1993 30
A sunlit type and shadow digest 2 march 1993 11
hallen cynthia L christmas fair cameo 1 december 1993 33
melodious sonnet digest 2 september 1993 66
hamblin pamela porter magi dialogue 26 winter 1993 50
storm rider BYU studies 33 1993 337
harris john sterling the window BYU studies 33 1993 109
hassett michael unknown pain inscape 1992 51
hatch warren in passing to her fathers dialogue 26 fall 1993
30 32
11 17
II
hawes sue on flying out of washington airport exponent 1117
no 3 1993 10
hawkins lisa bolin companion for the journey BYU studies 33

1993

311

snowy night dialogue 26 spring 1993 77
visiting teaching a spiritual sunstone 16 march 1993 29
galilee new era 23 august 1993 22
ofgalilee
heath heather facer breeze of
allene
aliene
ailene W patchwork ensign 23 september 1993 57
heiner anene
hemming jill if you were a plum inscape 1992 61
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byustudies
BYU
B

152

Mar acay venezuelan portrait
karacay
hickman trenton L an afternoon in maracay
scape no 1 1993 55
In
inscape
hicks michael stone A symposium BYU studies 33 1993 466 67
In scape no 1
hoagland maria beuchat problems of supremacy inscape
1993

hogge

31
robert M

facing mirrors BYU studies 33 1993 689
genesis BYU studies 33 1993 541
holt helene A fathers lament digest 2 january 1993 62 world
poetry contest november 15 19901
1990
home lewis double exposure dialogue 26 summer 1993 170 711
hunter donnell MTC new era 23 may 1993 67
hutchison kara the dawning of a testimony new era 23 august
1993

24

jarvis kaylene frosted memories new era 23 january 1993 51
aspens
jenkins don W A
spens dialogue 26 winter 1993 92
ashens
jensen lucile why the nativity new era 2 3 december 1993 5 11
addu sunstone 16
jole douglas M the mound at bryn celli ddu
december 1993 53 reprinted from leading edge no 2021
Fall
77
Winter 1990 771
fallwinter
WRI 2 june 1993 20
kartchner ellen lines for morning wrid
wrt
wri2
WRI 2 june 1993 211
ode to basil wrid
wri2
press dialogue 26 spring
kimball kathryn saint theresa and the Le
bepress
lepress
1993 170
1993170

knowlton david clark bring me a guitar sunstone 16 march 1993
46

the night is soft sunstone

16 november 1993 48
susurro
Su surro del sausal sunstone 16 december 1993 9
suburro
where is there a singing bird sunstone 16 march 1993 13
11
II 17 no 3 1993 10
kohler lisa H cadence exponent 1117
koldewyn derk michael becoming a writer dialogue 26 spring
1993 65
exercising the priesthood dialogue 26 spring 1993 ii
resurrection dialogue 26 fall 1993 100
11
II 17 no 2 1993 13
lacoe addie vessel exponent 1117
larsen lance sacrament prayer dialogue 26 summer 1993 137
II
larson clinton F the gathering an idyl exponent 11
il 17 no 2
1993 12
lower campus BYU studies 33 1993 169 71
amye
amyjJ sky fire new era 23 august 1993 24
lefevre amy
11
II 17 no 3 1993 11
lewis elizabeth freshening exponent 1117
11
mind magic exponent 1117
II 17 no 3 1993 11

llie
lile
ule
uie karen E and the world does not comprehend digest 2
january 1993 23
gods canvas digest 2 january 1993 34
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liljenquist ruth alien gnat digest 2 december 1993 28
liu timothy no unclean thing sunstone 16 november 1993 21
paradise sunstone 16 july 1993 31
tenderness in a dark age sunstone 16 november 1993 61
WRI 2 december 1993 49
losee mary ann blue wri2
wrid
poem for the artist WRI
WR 2 december 1993 33
WRI 2 december 1993 32
submissions wri2
wrid
west on a greyhound bus WRI 2 december 1993 59 60
ludema leilani reminiscing new era 23 august 1993 27
lundberg
lundbergjoy
joy saunders to my son digest 2 january 1993 65
mayhew deborah on a deaf woman hearing for the first time
11 18 no 1 G1993
exponent II
993 10
11 17 no 3 1993
II
10
sound waves A fantasy exponent 1117
the wild girl exponent 11II 18 no 1I G1993
993 10
995
1 1993
meyer cassalene
Casu
alene jack he says
casualene
inscape
In scape no 10
993 12 13
A root out of dry ground digest 2 december 1993 19
wedding bands cameo 1 december 1993 53
meyer heidi christmas eve digest 2 december 1993 30
miles H L the man without sin dialogue 26 fall 1993 185 86
moloney karen marguerite day dreams dialogue 26 fall 1993
223 24

moon harold K same and changing seasons

BYU

studies 33 1993

53

moorehead russell sole makers dialogue 26 fall 1993 214 15
WR 2 june 1993 103 5
also in wri2
wrid
moorehead russell S magic words inscape
In scape no 1 1993 57
morrise martha P jacob firstborn
Firstborn in the wilderness ensign 23
september 1993 56
moulton laura autumn hands inscape 1992 79
nielsen shannon J sunrise new era 23 august 1993 22
when im reading new era 23 august 1993 20 21
noble michael J bean counting dialogue 26 winter 1993 224 25
II 17 no 3 1993 10
olsen marie F A roomful of me exponent 11
His
orcutt monica
nin guna la marca hispanica
m6nica
manica ninguna
hispanics
panica 4 1993 12 13
Bread crumbs dialogue 26 spring 1993 5 6
partridge dixie lee breadcrumbs
leave of absence dialogue 26 fall 1993 141 42
night myths dialogue 26 spring 1993 93 94
notes for a son 19 living abroad dialogue 26 spring 1993
78
patterson dorothy karen walls new era 23 november 1993 5 11
paxman david our fecundity dialogue 26 fall 1993 88 89
peck steve reflections of stellar ecology BYU studies 33 1993 742
powley william not all giving Is charity inscape 1992 67
ring seller inscape 1992 49
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BYU
studies

154

powley william

walking home from school BYU studies 33 1993

753
11 17 no 2 1993
rapson harriet on gardening exponent 1117
II
12
In scape no 1 1993 21
richardson peter gregarious hair inscape
robbins christopher duck hunting WRI 2 june 1993 81
koli
koil
sharp loretta M kob
koh musicians in the taiwan folk arts museum
WRI 2 june 1993 48 50
crazy for living salt lake city signature books 1993
sillitoe linda crazyfor
smith laurie D old family pictures new era 23 september 1993

51

smith marcus L birthday thoughts digest 2 october 1993 78
ehi
efi linda campbell missionary work new era 23 february
Stah
staheli
1993 51
stewart marguerite the earth Is an ear digest 2 december 1993
stewart pilar ode to a storm inscape 1992 68 69

stoddard jeanne
1993

the witness new

39

perspectives 10 november

34

stotts kimberly chink holes new era 23 august 1993 25
little brother new era 23 august 1993 25
swaner scott H before we sleep inscape
In scape no 1 1993 42 43
swenson paul mama and daddy standin by dialogue 26 fall
1993 57
58
5758
19935758
199357

tanner anita for emma ensign 23 september

56
WRI 2 december 1993
1993

taylor henry buildings and grounds
71 74 reprinted from an afternoon of billiards baton rouge

1975
lousiana state university press 19751
riding a one eyed horse WRI 2 december 1993 61
thomas colleen A studious mormon named joan sunstone 16
november 1993 58
thompson charlaine W puzzle pieces digest 2 september 1993 46
II
thomton
thornton ruth B magic miracles and the unseen hand exponent 11
18 no 1 1993 9
11 18 no 1 1993
II
9
of time and eternity exponent 1118
llis
lils
beth lehem dialogue 26 spring 1993 119 20
tice richard bethlehem
11
van wagenen belle dejong secondhand
II 17
second hand culture exponent 1117
no 2 1993 12
wakefield jo in this image new era 23 july 1993 51
warnick anneliese sestina for the coming fall dialogue 26 spring
wamick
183
185 84
1993
1993183

weber kathleen another country to cat casteel sunstone

16

march 1993 34
welker holly A body that expands dialogue 26 summer 1993
brando dialogue 26 summer 1993 118
se sunstone 16 july 1993 17
Elip
clipse
elipse
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parachute sunstone 16 december 1993 38
postcard dialogue 26 summer 1993 225
saying write Us sunstone 16 july 1993 69

your task now sunstone 16 december 1993 57
wells samuel A the mountain of the lords house digest 2
november 1993 46
westenhaver mary jo journal new era 2 3 march 1993 51
white philip god with Us dialogue 26 summer 1993 186
litany dialogue 26 summer 1993 221 22
tubing on a canal BYU studies 33 1993 79
whiting linda red new era 23 october 1993 51
wilcox val C convention phenomenon cameo 1I november 1993
79

the kitchen kiss digest 2 march 1993
on the road again cameo I1 november

50
1993 2 11
organize yourself digest 2 october 1993 67
rumpled still skin digest 2 september 1993 54
zenos hearing mercy BYU studies 33 1993 172 73
ziebarth sean T when I1 have thumbs inscape 1992 50

short stories
adams john L treasure in black inscape 1992 53 59
11
II 17 no 2 1993 14
alien
ailen penny A blessing and a name exponent 1117
allen
burning bright exponent 11
II 17 no 2 1993 14
11
H 17 no 3 1993 18
duty exponent II
11 17 no 3 1993
18
lace exponent II
meat on the hoof exponent 11
II 17 no 3 1993 18
il
11
II 17 no 2 1993 14
the men babs went out with exponent 1117
mission rules sunstone 16 december 1993 29
annons flight in washed 221 52
anderson glenn L Sh
shannons
shannona
baker virginia ellen songs of solomon in washed 166 75
barkdull larry johnson go preach digest 2 march 1993 51 53
barkdull larry and marvin payne the prodigal digest 2 june 1993
67 78
bell M shayne the kings kiss asimovs
vs science fiction 17 march
alimovs
Asimo
1993 30 42
the shining dream road out tomorrow speculative fiction
1I july 1993
38 45 also in washed 68 84
bergeson kavin A story which zanny keeps interrupting about the
potters inscape
In scape no 1 1993 15 19
bezzant pat finale in washed 262 76
black dianne M ten letters to jenny wri2
WRI 2 june 1993 9 19
wrid
Redd yville in washed
reddyvffle
boyer elizabeth H A foreigner comes to reddyville
202 16
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byustudies
YU studies
BYU
B

bradshaw anne santas helper new era 23 december 1993 40 43
bradshaw jodi last rites inscape
In scape no 1 1993 35 39
brooks joanna when coyotes take the bandstand the small houses
lean inscape 1992 7 18
browne edna the box digest 2 november 1993 67 74
card orson scott pageant wagon in washed 293 372 reprinted
from the folk 0of the fringe 110 90 west bloomfield mich
mien
phantasia 1989
date new era 23 may 1993 62 66
cobabe douglas L the un
undate
crowe C everett the mourning after dialogue 26 summer 1993
203 7
cummings james space people in washed 53 67
dahlgren lisa angies
angles gray new era 23 february 1993 44 46
dalton woodbury kathleen cinders of the great war in ZL ron
hubbard presents writers of the future 261 82 vol 9 los
angeles bridge publications 1993
signs and wonders in washed 158 65
davis charles E make the wind stop new era 23 march 1993
36 39
derose john richard the monitor in ZL ron hubbard presents
39 vol 9 los angeles bridge
writers of the future 120
12039
publications 1993
doering david snooze in washed 217 20
dunford nanette larsen dragon boats of fragrant harbor new era
23 september 1993 38 42
fillerup michael gifts of the spirit dialogue 26 fall 1993 199 213
things of this world sunstone 16 december 1993 45 53
fogg BBJJ outside the tabernacle in washed 42 52
Inscape no 1 1993
fox russell arben encounter with cecile inscape
23 29
gasparac sandra greatest gift cameo 1 december 1993 34 35
gifford melva scrap pile in washed 145 57
gowans fred mountain men and grizzly bears digest 2 november
1993 21 27 excerpted from his mountain man and grizzly
orem utah mountain grizzly 1992
hafen tom where no tourists are WRI 2 december 1993 51 58
slon in washed 176 201
sion
harmon charlene C pueblo de sign
hawkins lisa bolin
bohn muddy rising waters sunstone 16 november
1993 54 58
199354
lite christmas cameo 1I december 1993 75 79
helps louise VA
white
In scape no 1
hoagland maria beuchat diagnosis and treatment inscape
1993 47 54
199347
hoffman diana lofgran other time in washed 85 98
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home lewis B what do ducks do in winter and other western
stories salt lake city signature books 1993
WRI 2 december
howe susan elizabeth family resemblances wri2
wrid
1995
77 90
199377

johnston jerry the journey of the magi WRI 2 december 1993
63 70

jole douglas the witchin man in ZL ron hubbard presents writers
of the future 167 88 vol 9 los angeles bridge publications
1993

Evem cere digest 2 september 1993 50 54
kump eileen gibbons evemcere
55
reprinted from ensign 9 august 1979 52 551
mission widow cameo 1 november 1993 71 76
larson greg the magic garden digest 2 march 1993 54 59
17
171
198814
reprinted from friend 18 april 198814
ogrespeak leading edge no 27 june 1993 74 96
layton lee ann Og
respeak
10 michael cheng the crooked path leading edge no 27 june
lo
108 25
1993
1993108

mcdermott don lost on both sides dialogue 26 winter 1993
203 14

nelson lee abraham websters last chance digest 2 october
Springville utah
1993 35 41 reprinted from favorite stories springville
council press 1991
nicita carolyn solitude in washed 28 41
null kathleen casey new era 23 july 1993 40 43
Mush
mushbottoms
bottoms family new era 23 july 1993 40 43
olsen judy C rock heart new era 23 june 1993 36 38
olsen peggy hurrah for another great yard sale summer digest 2
march 1993 39 41
packer boyd K A christmas parable 2d
ad ed salt lake city bookcraft
1993

pendleton michaelene dealer in washed 277 92 reprinted from
371
37
amazing stories 65 september 1991 31 571
pettegrew afton L in a summer sky sunstone 16 july 1993 28 31
plunkett wilma billy the payment digest 2 september 1993
scape
63 66 reprinted from inscapel
In
inscape
scapel
scavel
pollock shawn hats new era 23 august 1993 46 49
say thank you jesus inscape 1992 23 33
pulsipher david saythank
rosenbaum karen one on the aisle dialogue 26 spring 1993
171 82
shunn D william

from our point of view we had moved to the
left fantasy and science fiction 84 february 1993 33 48
in the dark science fiction age 1I september 1993 70 73
87 89

rise up ye women that are at ease in washed 99 110
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cjr

snow edgar ajr
C jr missionary stories WRI
WR 2 december 1993 35 48
stanger james the web inscape 1992 37 47
stout jon they have quarterbacks in heaven new era 23 october
1993 40
199340

44

thornley diann Thunder
thunderbirds
thomley
birds egg in washed 129 44
volk kaye jacobs christmas angel american fork utah covenant
communications 1993
YU studies 33 1993 757 71
watkins A H the improvisor B YU
wegner hart children of a king ascent 18 fall 1993 44 64
weyland jack monday Is for abs new era 23 april 1993 40 44
slow sunday new era 23 november 1993 40 43
Wheat fields beyond in washed 1 27
wolverton dave wheatfields
woodbury eugene E pride of lions new era 23 january 1993 38 42
worthen lyn rumors of my death in washed 253 61
worthen M W you cant go back in washed 111 28
yorgason blaine M adam crenshaws
Crenshaws wife digest 2 march 1993
19 27
the prophet josephs grand design digest 2 august 1993
62 74
the rising of albert awkward digest 2 june 1993 36 53
yorgason blaine and brenton yorgason the high place digest 2
november 1993 44 46 reprinted from A town called
1980
charity salt lake city bookcraft 19801
option three digest 2 january 1993 7 18 reprinted from
partners
pardners
Pardners three stories of friendship orem utah keepsake
1988

young margaret blair dirge for tomas kuku digest 2 august 1993
75 78

god on donahue WRI 2 june 1993 53 73
in search of spilled root beer sunstone 16 march 1993
30 34

young

dilworth battle of the bulls digest 2 november 1993
76 83 reprinted from chapter 7 of an adventure in faith salt
lake city bookcraft 1956
jeds
beds decision digest 2 december 1993 69 78 reprinted
from chapters 8 and 9 of an adventure in faith salt lake city
1956
bookcraft 19561
joining the mormon battalion digest 2 september 1993
40 46 reprinted from chapter 4 of an adventure in faith salt
1956
lake city bookcraft 19561
shanghaied
shanghaier
ed digest 2 june 1993 1 6 reprinted from chapShanghai
ter I1 of an adventure in faith salt lake city bookcraft 1956
shipwrecked part 11 of an adventure in faith digest 2
august 1993 34 45
S
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trek to mount guadalupe digest 2 october 1993 68 77
reprinted from an adventure in faith salt lake city bookcraft
19561
1956

miscellaneous
anderson lynn matthews buttons or her strength Is in her
principles from the personal oral history of donelle lou clawson
phelps sunstone 16 july 1993 65 69 humorous
bigelow sabina H and sabina susan bytheway bright impressions
book of fun happeningsfor
happenings por
for family home evenings vol 3
sandy utah bright impressions 1993 activities
brother Brig
hams book of wisdom 150 reminders to keep you on
brighams
Springville utah cedar fort 1993
the straight and narrow springville
quote book
clia 69 1992 115 23 includes
caldiero A F in two seas Ency
encyclic
encyclia
gracillo
cillo torino
Gra
picture of accompanying dance by grabillo
cannon ann edwards and now for a little mormon humor
sunstone 16 december 1993 17 21
cannon E W A comp quote unquote collected sayingsfor
sayings for wise
and witty men salt lake city bookcraft 1993 quotes many
cormons
Mormons
from scripture general authorities and other mormons
cracroft richard on the vicissitudes of serving in the bishopric
digest 2 october 1993 50 52 humorous first published in
1993
wasatch review international june 1993a
por
ideas
Ide
dastrup linda young women lwe
for service friendship and
ideasfor
asfor
np creative changes 1993 inspirational activities
activation ap
young women personal progress ap
np creative changes
inspirational activities
young women preparing young women for the temple ap
np
creative changes 1993 inspirational activities
young women standards of personal worthiness ap
np
creative changes 1993 inspirational activities
young women value activities ap
np creative changes 1993
inspirational activities
grondahl calvin utah sex and travel guide salt lake city signature
books 1993 humor cartoon book
harding becky badger A midsummer nights scream this people 14
summer 1993 57 58
unsolved histories the case of the missing grave robber
this people 14 holiday 1993 71 72
tuis
1993 18 19
the vanishing investigator this people 14 spring 199318
mormons and music this people 14 holiday
lex de azevedo on cormons
1993

1993
59 63
199359
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160

YU studies
BYU

luke susan fantastic family nights vol

american fork utah
covenant communications 1993 activities
moller deana line upon line challenging crossword classicsfor
classics for
latter day saints bountiful utah horizon 1993
nelson christena C and shauna mooney kawasaki ne
the gospel can
bring me peace child centered sharing time ideas salt lake
city deseret book 1993 activities
por
new Direction
directionsfor
directionsor
sor
Directions
for young women vol 3 sandy oreg RB creations
1993 activities
oman richard G quilting sisters BYU studies 33 1993 145 50
sorensen peter flannel boards and flip charts sunstone 16
december 1993 58 59 humorous
wilson william A mormon folklore cut from the marrow of
everyday experience BYU studies 33 1993 521 40
winmill delayne the ultimate homemaking handbook vol 2
american fork utah covenant communications 1993 activities
lwe
wise gayla and joanna lewis value able ewe
ror
Ide
ideas
for personal progress
ideasfor
asfor
american fork utah covenant communications 1993
1

bibliography
published bibliographies about cormons
mormons and mormonism
copley ellen

M

mormon bibliography 1992 BYU studies 33 1993

369 431
scott patricia lyn mormon polygamy A bibliography 1977 92 JMH
19 spring 1993 133 55
terry carole A A bibliographical guide to materials relating to the

book of mormon located in the library of congress closure
project for independent study degree brigham young university
provo utah 1993
whittaker david J and chris mcclellan mormon missions and mission
sionaries
aries A bibliographic guide to published and manuscript
sources provo utah special collections and manuscripts harold
B lee library brigham young university 1993

BIOGRAPHY

published autobiographical and biographical sketches and books
mormons
Mor
mons
about cormons
alley john R

jr utah state supreme court justice samuel R

thurman UHQ 61 summer 1993 233 48
August 1993
alley stephen L letters pioneer 40 July
julyaugust

19 20

george alley
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Underdogs unique path to
alperowicz natasha huntsman the underdogs
leadership chemical week 153 october 6 1993 21 24
interview asked if his mormon beliefs and principles influenced
his business
anderson scott the four oclock murders the true story of a mormon
Familys vengeance new york doubleday 1993 ervil lebaron
familys
wendellj
Wendel
ashton wendell
wendella
lJJ A welsh mother guides racing king pioneer 40
November
December 1993 30 31
novemberdecember
eilza dana gibbs nauvoo journal 5 spring 1993
ellza
eliza
autobiography of
ofeliza
ofelita
3 6

fo rAbner
bagley will searching for
abner blackburn UHQ 61 winter 1993
22 39
barton peggy petersen and drew barton quinn sarah mcdonald
bishop of the first ward salt lake city aspen books 1993
baugh alexander L joseph smiths athletic nature injs
in51
inas 137 50
zinas
beecher maureen ursenbach each in her own time four ainas
dialogue 26 summer 1993 119 35 zina huntington zina
young zina card zina brown
bennion sherilyn cox in and out of mormondom charles W
hemenway journalist UHQ 61 spring 1993 150 63
bergera gary james B H robertss autobiography dialogue 26 fall
1993 193 97
1993193
nauvoo journal 5
biographical sketches of erie county converts nauvoojournal
fall 1993 10 44
black dean praise to the man digest 2 august 1993 17 28
W W phelps
black susan easton comp early members of the reorganized church
ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints 6 vols provo utah religious
studies center brigham young university 1993
bonner john the personal side of lot smith new perspectives 10
november 1993 24 25
bradford mary lythgoe beverly brough campbell opportunities
beyond my wildest imaginings cameo 1 december 1993 8 25
breaden lan
ian craig poetry polity and the cache valley pioneer
polemics in the journal of aaron dewitt 1869 96 UHQ 61 fail
fall
fan
fali
1993 525
325 38
1993325
hann
hanl
hafl sandra dawn ailen
Brim
brimhall
allen
alien journal of isaiah moses coombs
1855 1856 vol 1 salt lake city by the author 1993
brobst lu ann an interview with donny osmond digest 2 march
1993 12 16
199312
call everett hale in honor of great grandfather jonathan harriman
hale and great grandmother olive boynton hale pioneer 40
September October 1993 24
septemberoctober
cannon ramona W A deeper hunger pioneer 40 november
16 17 N L nelson
december 1993 1617
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clark
oark mildred
dark

the allotted time of a man snake river echoes

22

october 1993 33 35 jesse graham clark
oark
dark
clawson rudger A ministry of meetings the apostolic diaries of
rudger clawson edited by stan larson salt lake city signature
books
1993
books1993
cordon alfred swainston alfred cordon 1817 1871 pioneer 40
September
septemberoctober
October 1993 20 22
cottam naomi M journal of david L davis CC 4 1993 229 80
cowley don R charles cowley and ann killip pioneer 40
January February 1993 25
januaryfebruary
davenport nancy anne doris S platt A modem day saint in the
caucasus mountains cameo I1 december 1993 56 72
August 1993 11
david lewis diary pioneer 40 July
julyaugust
dawson janice P an economic kaleidoscope the stephen hales
family of bountiful UHQ 61 winter 1993 63 78
devitry smith john the saint and the grave robber BYU studies 33
1993 7 52 frederick william hurst and john de baptiste
mothers digest 2
foremothers
dixon helen E life according to my swedish Fore
october 1993 44 48
soe essay on the life of my mother in
durham eudora Widt
widtsoe
mothering 97 102 leah eudora dunford tanner
1842 census nauvoo
of
ofnauvoo identification of members civil ward one
nauvoo journal
nauvoojournal
tournai 5 spring 1993 19 47
england
Eng
lande eugene speaker for the dead and the different widely
landi
acclaimed in the secular world orson scott cards mormon
writings challenge his own people this people 14 summer
1993

40 50

nauvoo journal
erie county converts nauvoojournal
tournai 5 fall 1993 8 9
esplin ronald K discipleship brigham young and joseph smith

in

JS 241 69

fagg ellen cecilia konchar farr the ties that bind can a devout
mormon from outside survive at the center network 16
august 1993 6 8
Fy
rando alma M ever faithful incidents in the lives of magnus A
fyrando
farando
September October 1993 21 24
and elsie Fy
rando RV
fyrando
91 septemberoctober
farando
rv91
garner hugh C ed A mormon rebel the life and travels of
gamer
frederick gardiner salt lake city tanner trust fund university
of utah library 1993
garr arnold K joseph smith man of forgiveness ins 127 36
sylvester smith william smith william wines phelps
gibbons francis M harold B lee man of vision prophet of god salt
lake city deseret book 1993
gibbons ted legacy digest 2 august 1993 13 16
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godfrey donald G and brigham Y card eds the diaries of charles
ora card the canadian years 1886 1903 salt lake city
university of utah press 1993
111
gordon james D III
lil george H brimhall the man and the vision
bym47
BYM
47 november 1993 38 41
gordon suzanne her story in the making exponent 11
H
II 17 no 4
1993 2 4 laurel thatcher ulrich reprinted from boston
231
globe january 31 1993 251
23
gorton H clay pioneer journal A mission to the ute indians digest
2 september 1993 56 61 william W sterret
grant helen R comp ancestral histories from the british isles CC 4
1993 41 84 contents ann rushen keys paxman mary ward
heap savage maria gill clayfield richard and emma lawrence
collings archibald mcfarland mary standing sarah ellen stone
wheeler william garrett francis and emma gabbitas beardall
george matthew and mary elizabeth Sprat
hing
spratling
fing webster caroline
rachel wakefield fitt
groberg john H in the eye of the storm salt lake city bookcraft 1993
hale jonathan the hale family builds a theatre inis
ibis people 14
this
summer 1993 22 26
harker brent B delworth gardner A look back and ahead BYM 47
may 1993 28 31 50 5 11
hartley william G close friends as witnesses joseph smith and the
joseph knight families injs
inas 271 83
my westfor
best jor
tohn
of john
for the kingdom history and autobiography ofjohn
bestfor
lowe butler a mormon frontiersman salt lake city aspen
books 1993
ann laura bedore the butterfly cameo 1 november
Vic
kyAnn
vickyann
hatch vicky
vickiann
1993 25 34
hawkins thomas G thomas moulton pioneer of 1856 pioneer 40
October 1993 25
September
septemberoctober
mormons
Mormons
hayden bradley S king strang and the beaver island cormons
chronicle 27 1993 2 7
hazen hammond susan antoine leroux the frontier guide history
forgot arizona highways 69 july 1993 34 37 he led the
mormon battalion through arizona
hersch hank sports people shawn bradley sports illustrated 78
april 12 1993 70
hicken stephanni one shining moment the glen tucket story
ville utah cedar fort 1993
springville
springviue
Spring
higbee marilyn ed A weary traveler the 1848 50 diary of zina D
H young JMH 19 fall 1993 86 125
horsley A burt stories my father told me BH 19 1993 12 18
extracted from oh
ob pshaw and confound reminiscences of a
mormon patriarch A memoir of william clements horsley
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jeffery duane E theres a dinosaur in the kitchen this
ibis people 14
summer 1995
1993 19 20 lewis and patti heaps
johnston jerry mormonism loses a friend when pulitzer prize winner
wallace stegner died in a santa fe car crash this year the west
savviest
viest voice ibis
sawiest
lost its Sav
this
idis people 14 fall 1993 55 58
lambert georgia johanne frechette perry little by little cameo 1I
december 1993 36 44
stoffs the mormon way
castoffs
lanchner david collecting chemical Ca
global finance 7 december 1993 19 20 jon huntsman
prisoner for polygamy the memoirs and letters of
larson stan ed prisonerfor
rudger clawson at the utah territorial penitentiary 1884 87
urbana university of illinois 1993
letter from helen mar kimball whitney to horace K whitney who
was with the company of first pioneers on the way to the salt
nauvoo journal 5 spring 1993 9 10
lake valley nauvoojournal
letter from hilah carter of kirtland ohio to willa and philo bowers
nauvoo journal
of addison vermont nauvoojournal
tournai 5 spring 1993 7 8
letter from lyman hinman of winter quarters douglas nebraska to
nauvoo journal
brother and sister taylor nauvoojournal
tournai 5 fall 1993 45 49
letter from ursalla B hastings hascall nauvoo journal 5 spring
13
1993 11
1113
199311
19931113

lewis barbara A young lions ordinary kids with extraordinary
courage salt lake city deseret book 1993 brad watson
brigham bowen becky clayton daniel silveira vargas maly
Sou
souvanthong
vanthong vance taylor kathy taylor audrey chase silvanus
sebastian pillay susen ellen oehler richard glatzer john
aalee billiard alan barlow charlene
meranda talee
chariene ahn harvey
tamm
tarn nguyen rafael van dyke
tam
calfrobe jaanus silla velma kee tamn
sebastian van dyke patty amos
lundgren alien
ailen H feramorz little pioneer mayor pioneer 40
allen
September
October 1993 23
septemberoctober
April
marchapril
homejr
joseph home
jr pioneer of 1847 pioneer 40 March
ejr
Hom
homerr
1993

24

lyon ted john lyon early mormon poet digest 2 november
48 64
1993
4864
199348
19934864

7744 1993
malouf beatrice B comp pioneer music and musicians CC
281 328 contents eddy Q dutson george kirkham george
percy edward careless evan stephens joshua and jen
llma
lima
iima midgley
jemima
charles john thomas adam craig smyth nellie druce pugsley
mccloud susan evans ellis shipp frontier doctor and teacher
cameo 1 november 1993 39
49
3949
mcconkie mark L 7the
be father of the prophet stories and insights
joseph smith sr salt lake city bookcraft 1993
from the life of ofjoseph
mcmurrin sterling M remembering B H roberts dialogue 26 fall
1993
73 76
199373
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millet robert L joseph smith among the prophets injs
inas
in5 15 31
the mormon connection the shapley connection 6 october 1993
75 A newsletter devoted to the history and genealogy of the
shapley family and its connecting lines this article details how
the shapley line and joseph smith are related
morris marijane joseph smith morris first elected lawman of
burg snake river echoes 22 october 1993 46 48
rexburg
redburg
Rex
morrison richard comp the gold rush overland
journal
overlandiournal
tournai of edward
C harrow 1849 austin tex michael vinson 1993 travels
mormons
through salt lake city and mentions cormons
Mor mons

ins

nichols janell kleinman ammon tunis rappleye pioneer 40
September October 1993 26
septemberoctober
juile
julie J womens lives womens stories the extraordinary in
nichols julle
the ordinary in women 105 17 lorinne morris marsha
bennion giese beth ahlbom merrell
olsen emma R comp extracts from the journal of henry W bigler
4 1993
CC
0741993

181 228

leading ladies of the dramatic arts CC 4 1993 85 132
contents mercy ellen westwood tuckett annie asenath adams
kiskadden maude adams sara ann alexander agnes hogg
mcewan margaret gay
judd clawson julia dean hayne julia
gayjudd
gillette macfarlane
prattgillette
dean sleigh emma green bull viola pratt
ada dwyer russell mr and mrs selden irwin
pioneer health care CC 4 1993 329 76 contents hulda
cordelia thurston smith george W hickman lafayette guymon
margaret cooper west priddy meeks alexander neibaur C H
bird willard richards catherine erickson james hancey john L
dunyon mary hyde woolf
olsen peggy an afternoon talk with the real michael ballam digest
2 november 1993 4 14
parkinson diane and john parkinson samuel charles bryant of
Rol
venden his roots and his branches england australia
rolvenden
america A biographical history and genealogical record of the
family of samuel charles and sarai stapley bryant austin
ers 1993
tex historical publications and bookcrafters
Bookcraft
paulson jean R bart anderson voice and pathfinder of color
country ibis
this people 14 summer 1993 52 55
pelous ceclie
cecile love in abundance the disadvantaged children of
india and nepal in women 9 16
personality of the month martha S T anderson pioneer 40
August 1993 22 23
July
julyaugust
peterson janet and larene gaunt keepers of the flame presidents
of the young women salt lake city deseret book 1993
elmina shepard taylor martha home tingey ruth may fox
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lucy grant cannon bertha stone reeder florence smith
jacobsen ruth hardy funk elaine cannon ardeth greene kapp
janette callister hales
quinn D michael ezra taft benson and mormon political conflicts
dialogue 26 summer 1993 1 87
reenders josie M and lois M recore growing up in big
cottonwood canyon BH 19 1993 19 23
reilly rick weight watcher the skinny on 76 shawn bradley
feeding furiously in philly to fatten up sports illustrated 79
september 27 1993 40 43
Bed fellows make strange
the rigors of getting to zion or strange bedfellows
August 1993 18
traveling companions pioneer 40 July
julyaugust
thomas and mary sudbury humphreys
robinson paul bruce bastian management today march 1993
Word Perfects chairman
50 52 wordperfects
rowley dennis fishing on the rennet
kennet the victorian boyhood of
james E talmage 1862 1876 BYU studies 33 1993 480 520
savage julie hemming hannah grover hegsted and post manifesto
plural marriage dialogue 26 fall 1993 101 17
sheranian patricia amelia smith mcconkie A life of preparation and
service cameo 1I november 1993 9 16
smith brian L joseph smith gifted learner master teacher
86
prophetic seer injs
16986
inas 169
smith george D william clayton in the shadow of power JMH 19
fall 1993 126 40
smith marcus L singing and shouting with the armies of heaven the
forgotten voice of ann pitchforth digest 2 december 1993
48 62 based on his unpublished manuscript entitled 1 I have
followed no cunningly devised fable
spangler jerry D methodist minister to mormon pioneer pioneer 40
January February 1993 24 25 daniel johnston
januaryfebruary
yor
por
staker susan ed waitingfor
or the worlds end the diaries of wilford
Waiting
warring
waitingor
for
woodruff salt lake city signature books 1993
waiting for worlds end wilford woodruff and david koresh
sunstone 16 december 1993 11 16
swinton heidi S in the company of prophets personal experiences
D arthur haycock with hebert grant george albert smith
of
oad
ofd
david 0 mckay joseph fielding smith harold B lee spencer
W kimball and ezra taft benson salt lake city deseret book
1993

taber susan buhler mormon lives

A

year in the elkton ward

111.
111
lii
ili
ill university of illinois press 1993
iii
urbana lil
tanner laurel and richard tanner history of karen marie
christiansen rasmussen pioneer 40 julyaugust
July August 1993 21 22
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tatton donald fred and joe ann tatton gray john charles tatton A
man 0off commitment salt lake city publishers press 1993
tobler douglas F heinrich hug and jacob tobler from switzerland
to santa clara 1854 80 dialogue 26 winter 1993 107 27
turley richard E A pioneer account pioneer 40
September October 1993 19 henrich henry eyring
septemberoctober
wagstaff robert mary mcdonald rider pioneer 40
January February 1993 19
januaryfebruary
wahlquist mabel how my career began in myton BH 19 1993 2 8
watts don abner blackburn pioneer rebel pioneer 40
January February 1993 22 23
januaryfebruary
parley
wilcox frank autobiographical sketch of madeline malan farley
pioneer 40 May
mayjune
maejune
June 1993 24 25
van orden bruce writing to zion the william W phelps kirtland
letters 1835 1836 BYU studies 33 1993 542 93
yorgason brenton standing tall the shown
shawn bradley story salt lake
city bookcraft 1993
youngreen buddy martha ann smith harris stalwart daughter of
hyrum smith digest 2 june 1993 54 59

contemporary ISSUES
cormons and the mormon church
issues facing mormons
academic freedom at brigham young university free inquiry 13
summer 1993 4 5
adams kellene ricks pioneer recipes songs of the hearth pioneer
40 novemberdecember
November December 1993 9 11
altman irwin challenges and opportunities of a transactional world
view case study of contemporary mormon polygynous families
americanjournal
american journal
tournai of community psychology 21 april 1993
135 63

dialectics physical environments and personal relationships
communication monographs 60 march 1993 26 34
contemporary mormon polygynous families
anderson jack what america needs Is a moral resurgence A
thes people 14 spring
national commentator tells Us why this
1993 47 48 50
11 18 no 1
II
anderson lavina fielding counterpoint 1993 exponent 1118
ilis
ills
1993
1995 4 5
19934
the LDS intellectual community

and church leadership A
contemporary chronology dialogue 26 spring 1993 7 64
anderson victoria and laura A blanchard child abuse and neglect
in confronting 85 94
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II 17
austin marlene harris who gets helped and why exponent 11

no

331993
1993

4 5

ayers fred H anger and separation anxiety A case discussion
medical hypnoanalysis journal 8 march 1993 19 211
mormon patient
Beck
beckforth
barker eileen james A beckworth
forth and karel dobbelaere
secularization rationalism and sectarianism essays in
honour of bryan R wilson oxford clarendon press 1993
mentions the mormon church
barlow brent A dealing with differences in marriage salt lake city
deseret book 1993
IL
II utah women and
basinger julianne the safety of home part 11
domestic violence network 15 march 1993 12 15
II 17 no 2 1993 19 20
bay area task force on women exponent 11
bell elouise M and noemi P mattis when the mind hides the truth
why some abuse victims dont remember in confronting
53 62
belnap R kirk heidi bay stephen fairbanks david lager and jeana
yamamoto on scones in DLLS 59 67 origin of mormon

scones
benson steve oaks dissembled packers role in toscano
excommunication sunstone 16 december 1993 69
bingham ronald D and richard W potts homosexuality an LDS
perspective AMCAP 19 1993 1 15
bird randall Is it love or just something 1I ate in Sbar
sharing
ing 17 26
blanchard dallas A and terry J prewitt religious violence and
abortion the gideon project gainesville fla university press of
florida 1993
bowen donna lee inside the world of islam in women 189 200
bradley martha sonntag and ailen
allen
alien dale roberts editors introduction
AChangin dialogue 26 spring 1993 1 4
the times they are achangin
brannon kathryn dawson going overboard the giving dilemma
11 17 no 2 1993
16 17
II
exponent 1117
brown cheryl men and women in conversation in women 237 46
browning gary L out of obscurity the emergence of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints in that vast empire of russia
BYU studies 33 1993 674 88
byrd A dean interview an LDS reparative therapy approach for
male homosexuality AMCAP 19 1993 91 104
byrd A dean and mark D chamberlain dealing with issues of
cormons
Mor mons AMCAP 19
homosexuality A qualitative study of six mormons
1993 47 89
BYU continues to debate academic freedom issue sunstone 16
march 1993 63 66
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BYU

1993 74
199374

169

sunstone 16 july

77

campbell carolyn plural lives inside polygamy in the gos salt
March April 1993
lake city magazine 4 marchapril
1995 52 62 102
cannon elaine why did abuse happen to me what does the lord
want me to learn
leam in confronting 310 17
carter stephen L the culture of disbelief how american law and
politics trivialize religious devotion new york Basic
Books
basicbooks
mormons
Mormons
1993 several references to cormons
chadwick bruce A and brent L top religiosity and delinquency
among LDS adolescents journalfor
journal
tor
journ
for the scientific study of
alfor
religion 32 march 1993 51 67
chapman james E dissent in the church toward a workable
definition dialogue 26 spring 1993 121 33
christensen david A controlling your thoughts in why 28 37
christensen deborah A regaining self esteem and trust in
confronting 271 84
7 be spirit of music A missionary tool
christensen lela guymon the
Spring
springville
springviue
ville utah cedar fort 1993
clement C ross steps to recovery and repentance in confronting
318 26
cline vivian birds of a feather in sharing 41 48
andjanice
janice chalker from pain to peace help for
clonts sharon and
parents with wayward children salt lake city bookcraft 1993
condie C david legal support for victims asking for help from the
system in confronting 228 36
cook gene R raising up a family to the lord salt lake city deseret
Book
1993
book1993
raising up a family to the lord A book excerpt this people
14 holiday 1993 20 21 23 25
gom
gob
wail
wall marie come into the fold of god in women 17988
cornwall
Comwaii
179 88
crowther jean D what do 1II do now mom growing up guidance
teen age girls rev ed bountiful utah horizon 1993
for young teenage
dant doris R modem reports of prophetic succession A study of the
interpretation of discourse biases in DLLS 98 104
davis gode girls in gangs network 16 april 1993 12 15
11 18
II
dawson kathryn E come come ye single saints exponent 1118
1 993
no 10
1993 12 14
derr C brooklyn working as partners in women 247 58
disciplinary actions generate more heat sunstone 16 december
1993 67 68
cormons are excommunicated christian century 110
dissident mormons
march 17 1993 287 88
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dushku judith rasmussen responding to abused LDS women
roadblocks to recovery in confronting 285 93
Lesbians feminists and so called scholars
elder packer names Gays
gayslesbians
74 75
three main dangers sunstone 16 november 1993 7475
england eugene books on becoming a human family this people
14 spring 1993 71 72 74 love unconditionally those who are
different
books that challenge Us this people 14 fall 1993 63 65
esplin patricia B what to do if your child has been abused in
confronting 34 50
faust robert P and C Y roby the sex offender and legal
remedies in confronting 237 46
feinauer leslie L marital rape A violation of trust and love in
confronting 139 46
finlayson reed L sibling abuse am I1 my brothers keeper in
confronting 117 26
fisher scott by virtue of authority A bishops perspective
exponent 11
II 17 no 2 1993 5 7
mormons arrested at nevada test site during first mormon
forty cormons
peace gathering sunstone 16 november 1993 76 77
Xu anning A cross analysis of the world divorce rate encyclic
Ency
encyclia
clia
fu xuanning
69 1992 125 44
gardiner edward spiritual abuse in confronting 169 79
gifford lee communication in marriage some thoughts new
perspectives 10 november 1993 9 12
goodfellow vaunda L spending eternity in the laundry room
11
II 17 no 3 1993 7
exponent 1117
gordon suzanne challenging the mormon church feminism
cautiously tries to find its place in a conservative faith
11
II 17 no 4 1993 5 7 reprinted from boston globe
exponent 1117
grammer joseph W awake and arise A study on the principle of
free agency our constitutional relationship to agency the

thread upon which our sacred constitution hangs and our

personal responsibility murray utah northwest 1993
gruschin tonia someones
Someones watching new legislation forces Stal
stalkers
kers
stalters
out of the shadows network 16 july 1993 14 16 woman
stalked by a returned missionary
hallen cynthia birth as empowerment digest 2 september 1993
48 49

hammer stephen jay professional myths about latter day therapy
dialogue 26 winter 1993 183 95
hanni geraldine gold adult survivors A path to healing in
confronting 261 70
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james abuse covenants and divorce in confronting
harryjames
larryjames
hansen larry
340 46
540
harris kyle D A radio station for the world
19 22
1993
199319

digest 2 september

kent how can 1I help concepts and cautions for
ecclesiastical leaders and others in confronting 215 27
hawkins alanj
aladj
alan J david C dollahite and clifford J rhoades turning
the hearts of the fathers to the children nurturing the next
harrison

B

generation BYU
byustudies
studies 33 1993 273 91
hicks chris how to pick a family flick salt lake city deseret book
1993

codependents
ror
Springville utah
suggestions rof
dependents springville
hold on to hope suggestionsfor
for LDS Co
cedar fort 1993 compiled by hidden treasures
horton anne L safeguarding our homes what every LDS family
ought to know about abuse in confronting 11 22
A word about false reporting in confronting 51 52
A word about survival and spiritual recovery in confronting
307 9

horton anne

and byron J marquez healing covert abuse
defining verbal psychological and emotional abuse in
L

confronting 157 68
houston gail turley creating out of chaos
1993

H
exponent 11
II 18 no

1

3

hudnall gregory A counseling the at risk adolescent and the
functional family in confronting 247 60
Dys
dysfunctional
jenkins cam
carri P LDS women have diverse views about television
carrl

bym47
YM 47 may 1993
B

15 16

religiously speaking congress does not mirror the american
bym47
47 may 1993 12 13
people BYM
toward the light of hope understanding the healing process
bym47
47 may 1993 32 39
for victims of abuse BYM
jensen larry C janet jensen and terrie wiederhold religiosity
denomination and mental health among young men and
women psychological reports 72 1993 1157 58
jensen marlin K loving with the spirit and the understanding in DS
91 99
johnson barry L and suzanne L maughan abuse of parents and the
elderly in confronting 147 56
johnson kenneth E the word of wisdom food plan A medical review
Spring ville utah cedar fort 1993
of the mormon doctrine springville
the joseph smith memorial building A photo essay this people 14
fall 1993 34 38
kader omar M free expression the LDS church and brigham young
university dialogue 26 fall 1993 33 55
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keele reba L Is religious community an oxymoron sunstone 16
november 1993 13 21
kellner mark A prophets grandson quits church in public protest
37 november 22 1993 46
christianity today 57
kimball edward L staying together despite not praying together
families dealing with inactivity in women 167 74
kirkham kate L diversity in zion in women 209 22
kocherhans rex croft males are victims too in confronting
201 12

kosmin barry A and seymour P lachman one nation under god
religion in contemporary american society new york
harmony books 1993 mormon references
kotkin joel interview do it a little bit differently sunstone 16
november 1993 59 61
laake deborah secret ceremonies cosmopolitan 214 april 1993
210 11 232 42 fortner
former mormon explains temple marriage
comans intimate diary of
secret ceremonies A mormon womans
marriage and beyond new york william morrow 1993
larson stan intellectuals in mormon history an update dialogue
26 fall 1993 187 89
LDS church disciplines ultraconservative
ultra conservative survivalists sunstone 16
march 1993 67 68
lee rex E some thoughts about butterflies replenishment
environmentalism and ownership ands
in DS 15 20
inds
lehrer evelyn L and carmel U chiswick religion as a determinant
of marital stability demography 30 august 1993 385 404
mormons
study includes cormons
Mormons
mormons in their north american context
louder dean R canadian cormons
A portrait social compass 40 1993 271 90
lund gerald N some clippings from a writers notebook digest 2
january 1993 24 30 A portion discusses dilemmas latter day
saints face regarding their writing
lundberg joy saunders modesty its always in style in why 38 51
magner denise K president of brigham young U rejects professors
plea to stay chronicle of higher education 40 december 8
1993

a26

malan jayne B dating and the summer of the lambs in uty
why
145 60
marshall vikki D the sin of fornication in why 68 82
martindale bequi
aequi todd durrant myra durrant karin hahn brian
jensen and melissa proffitt gender variation in the rejection of
absurd requests in DLLS 148 50 responses of BYU students
marry martin E and R scott appleby eds fundamentalists
marty
fundamentalisms and
society reclaiming the sciences the family and education
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173

111.
ill university of
lil
lii
ili
iii
vol 2 of the fundamentalism project chicago 111
chicago press 1993 numerous mormon references
matheson david the transition from homosexuality the role of
evergreen international AMCAP 19 1993 105 12
mattis noemi P and elouise M bell ritual abuse in confronting

180 200

miller stuart

two

affiliates pull down fences variety 3550
350
1993 21 24 cancellation of a television show by
CBS

february 1
KSL and KIRO
mitchell tom A mighty summer overview of the 1993 FRAA
internship program witness 83 winter 1993 4 5
mooney carolyn J conservative brigham young U contends with
small but growing movement for change chronicle of higher
30 1993 a13 a15
education 39 june 301993
mr clintons
Clin tons travesty national review 45 june 21 1993 87
cliftons
mentions mormon missionaries
murdock dorthea C and S brent scharman A program for treatment
of sexual abuse essentials for responsible change in
confronting 294 304
newbold gail andersen gospel knowledge on CD this people 14
fall 1993 26 32
scarecrowy
Scare crows in our town when
newell L jackson scapegoats and scarecrows
the interests of church and community collide sunstone 16
december 1993 22 28
cormons see themselves in film sunstone 16
nibley paul how mormons
july 1993 14 17
nielsen warren R the role of the gospel in individual and family
recovery in confronting 327 39
oaks dallin H ive been a victim of double decker deceit
sunstone 16 december 1993 68 69
obrien T J you are not alone A plea for understanding the
homosexual condition dialogue 26 fall 1993 119 40
olson terry the morality of emotions you can help feeling what
you feel and you dont have to be angry this people 14 fail
fall
fan
fali
1993

16
15
1516

18 21 23 25

oswald delmont ed critical issues forum political correctness
Ency
25 51 panel discussion on political correctencyclia
encyclic
clia 69 1992 2551
ness and its effects on utah institutions of higher learning
packer rand H how many kisses in why
wa
w0Y 15 27
parry cindy activities that build young women vol 2 bountiful
utah horizon 1993
the path to wholeness A survivors story and recovery in
confronting 362 73
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paxman susan L children of god in a violent world confronting the
existence of abuse in confronting 3 10
11
II 17 no 2 1993 2
in search of a place of safety exponent 1117
11
exponent 1117
II 17 no 3 1993 2
they are sixteen going on
11 18 no 1 1993
2
II
where shall we turn for peace exponent 1118
liis
lils
peck elbert eugene A response to paul toscanos A plea to the
leadership of the church choose love not power dialogue 26
spring 1993 109 18
peterson levi S hiking to timpanogas
Timpa nogas how charity affection and sex
are killing the wilderness sunstone 16 november 1993 22 30
peterson richard resisting temptation in an immoral world in
why 161 71
uby
pinegar ed and patricia pinegar avoiding temptation in why 1 14
poll richard D dialogue toward forgiveness A supporting view a
response to the LDS intellectual community and church
leadership A contemporary chronology dialogue 26 spring
67 75
1993
199367
preston cheryl B women and the law A matter of perspective in
women 223 36
price alvin H abuse or discipline the threshold of violence in

confronting 23 33
rambo lewis R understanding religious conversion new haven
yale university press 1993 references to mormons
cormons
Mor mons
richards P scott the treatment of homosexuality some historical
contemporary and personal perspectives AMCAP 19 1993
29 45

richards paul C does paying tithing make you a voting shareholder
BYUs worldwide board of trustees dialogue 26 fall 1993
59 69
11
robison joleen ashman A night of prayer exponent 1117
II 17 no 4

1993 1
roby C Y adolescent sexual offenders victims perpetrators or
both in confronting 109 16

rohr elisabeth in the church ethnopsychoanalytic research in

ecuador group analysis 26 september 1993 295 306
roundy lynn M incest sexual abuse in the family in confronting
95 108

rutledge jane coping with intimacy A problem for single adult
mormons
cormons
Mor
mons ann arbor mich UMI 1993 phd diss university
of denver
seamons rhonda achievement and religiosity as perceived by puhy
fifty
futy
five mormon women with doctoral degrees provo utah brigham young university department of educational leadership
1993
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sharkey betsy and noreen

175

Advert isings next boom towns
oleary advertisings

adweek eastern edition 34 october 18 1993 37 43
shipps jan dangerous history laurel ulrich and her mormon
sisters the christian century 110 october 20 1993 1012 15
editorial about feminist author laurel ulrich highlights academic
freedom at brigham young university
sipes ann B cognitive dissonance among traditional women how
mormon women resolve conflict ann arbor mich UMI 1993
phd diss fielding institute
six intellectuals disciplined for apostasy sunstone 16 november
65 73
1993
199365

slattery martha L and richard A kerber A comprehensive
evaluation of family history and breast cancer risk the utah
population database JAMA 270 october 6 1993 1563 68
study population consists of current or past members of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints
smith wesley D whats a thinking person to do new perspectives
10 november 1993 23
sorensen michele R chainbreakers
Chainbreakers A true story of
abuse salt lake city deseret book 1993

healing from

squires carolyn M favorite recipes of tabernacle choir members
ad ed vernal utah
with historical facts anecdotes and photos 2d
favorite recipes 1993
valeric and larry
stander valerie
jensen the relationship of value
larryjensen
orientation to moral cognition gender and cultural differences
in the united states and china explored journal ofcross
of cross
cultural psychology 24 march 1993 42 52 study uses
mormon subjects
stimpson catharine R the farr case the next chapter in the history
September October 1993
of academic freedom change 25 septemberoctober
70 71
teach the child behold your little ones salt lake city the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 1993 booklet
tempest lynne truth and consequences network 16 october
1993 3 LDS church and women
thompson barbara spouse abuse confronting the problem and
seeking safety in confronting 127 38
top brent L and bruce A chadwick the power of the word
religion family friends and delinquent behavior of LDS youth
byustudies
BYU
3 10
studies 33 1993 293 3510
toronto ellen unequal power and the sexual domination of
11
women exponent 1117
II 17 no 2 1993 8 20
paul J dealing with spiritual abuse the role of the mormon
toscano paulj
alliance sunstone 16 july 1993 32 39
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toscano paul J A plea to the leadership of the church choose love
not power dialogue 26 spring 1993 95 106
tuttle carol the path to wholeness A personal approach to
empowermentfor ror
spiritual healing and empowerment
for individuals recovering
rof
from sexual and spiritual abuse american fork utah covenant
communications 1993
ulrich wendy L when forgiveness flounders for victims of serious
sin in confronting 347 61
universities in a glass house the economist 327 june 26 1993
27 28 brigham young university and academic freedom
utah politics latter day losers the economist 326 january 30
1993

28 29

utah study panel recommends delaying church state action church
and state 46 february 1993 15 16
11 18 no 1 1993
6 8
II
voices from BYU exponent 1118
lils
weatherbe steve the practice of polygamy A mormon colony stirs a
Ma
BC controversy macmeans
macleans
cleans 106 august 16 1993 16 18
bountiful colony part of the arizona based united effort order a
fundamentalist group
weissmann hartmut interview A newsletter of our own sunstone
16 december 1993 60 betrachtungen reflections a new
mormon newsletter for european saints
west brian and ellen fagg bloody sunday salt lake city magazine
4 novemberdecember
November December 1993 78 84 86 129 kastanis family
what survivors of abuse want others to know A guide to their
pain in confronting 63 81
wilcox brad conquering an unworthy habit in why 83 96
wilkens veras jan 5000 dance students BYUs remarkable
department dance teacher now 15 february 1993 46 54
williams marleen K correlates of beck depression inventory scores
in mormon and protestant women religious orientation
traditional family attitudes and perfectionism provo utah
department of psychology brigham young university 1993

phd

diss
williams paul T karen M vranizan melissa A austin and ronald M

krauss associations of age adiposity alcohol intake menstrual
status and estrogen therapy with high density lipoprotein
Upo protein
subclasses arteriosclerosis and thrombosis 13 november
1993 1654 61 subjects taken from mormon kindreds
and
woodward kenneth L andjeanne
jeanne gordon the latter day secret
andreanne
sharer A pray and tell book mocks mormon rituals secret
ceremonies by laake newsweek 121 june 28 1993 59
wright james G and chris jorgensen change comes to salt lake
city A building boom Is forcing this staid mormon capital to
consider some new strategies planning 59 june 1993 10 15
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wright john B cultural geography and land trusts in colorado and
utah geographical review 83 july 1993 269 79
wright randal A modem media and morality in whyy 126 44
profanity our words will condemn Us in sharing 183 93
whyy good people see bad movies digest 2 november 1993
34 42 adapted from why
uby good people see bad movies the
1993
np national family institute 19931
impact of R rated movies ap
young lawrence journeying into the desert the faith based witness
against nuclear weapons sunstone 16 march 1993 11 13
DOCTRINE AND SCRIPTURE

works of a doctrinal nature as well as works published about
aspects of the mormon scriptures
adams william J jr nephis jerusalem and labans sword JBOMS 2
fall 1993 194 95
alien
ailen C kay the ways and power of love american fork utah
allen
covenant communications 1993
allred
ailred
alired
aured
anred garth L unlocking the powers of faith american fork utah
covenant communications 1993
anderson A gary being valiant by following the lords anointed in
heavens 34 47
anderson kenneth W the twelve A light unto this people in 3
nephi9
nephie
30 149 58
nephi
neobi9 30149
anderson lynn matthews delighting in plainness issues surrounding
a simple modem english book of mormon sunstone 16 march
20 29
ashment edward H
1993

record in the language of my father
evidence of ancient egyptian and hebrew in the book of
mormon in approaches 329 93
marvinjJ know he Is there in DS 39 45
ashton marvin
aukschun linda the ordinances and performances that pertain to
salvation in riches 131 53
austin jennifer comparing the rhetorical style of nephis writings
with near eastern literature in DLLS 46 49
bachman danel W the eternity of the marriage relationship in
riches 195 221
ball russell H an hypothesis concerning the three days of darkness
among the Nep
hites jboms
nephites
j50ms
aboms 2 spring 1993 107 23
ballard M russell anchor to the soul in DS 1 9
our search for happiness an invitation to understand the
church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
deseret book 1993
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ballard M russell suicide some things we know and some we do
not salt lake city deseret book 1993
barkdull larry praying for your enemies cameo 1 december
1993
199344 6
bean kendall ross thoughts on reverent love digest 2 march
75 77
1993
1995
199375
beardall C douglas and jewel N Be amdall all about angels 2 vols
provo utah LDS book publications 1993
bennion francine R and martha N beck adult spiritual
development in women 145 66
benson alvin K geological upheaval and darkness in 3 nephi 8 10
in 3 nephi 9 30 59 72
joseph smith on modem science ins 151 67
berrett richard H the future conditions of man after the
resurrection and the judgment in riches 173 93
black susan easton the importance of the individual in the lords
revelations in heavens 48 58
blanch mae repentance the gift of love in 3 nephi 9930
30 73 87
boone david F zions camp A study in obedience then and now
in heavens59
heavens 59 82
brinley douglas E strengthening marriage and family relationships
the lords way in heavens 83 99
brough R clayton comp teachings of the prophets statements of
LDS
IDS leaders on contemporary issues bountiful utah horizon
1993
brown S kent moses and jesus the old adorns the new in 3
nephi 9 3089
30 89 100
burgess allan K new insights into the old testament salt lake city
bookcraft 1993

burton D jeff ForT
for those
fortbose
bose who wonder managing religious
bort
ad ed rev bountiful utah IVE 1993
questions and doubts 2d
bush lester E jr health and medicine among the latter day saints
science sense and scripture new york crossroad 1993
bushman richard L joseph smith in the current age ins 33 48
revelation the kingdom of god zion
bytheway john why are there so many churches in sharing 27 40
gannon
cannon
camion elaine we believe in being virtuous in why
wb 114 25
card orson scott the book of mormon artifact or artifice in deep
Tb
proceedings of life the universe and everything
thoughts
oughts
february 6 9 1993 171 206 edited by mamy K parkin and
steve setzer provo utah TLE press 1993 also in digest 2

october 1993 4 29
carmack john K tolerance principles practices obstacles limits
salt lake city bookcraft 1993
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carver james A the destiny of the earth in riches 155 71
cazier kem T the eternal nature of the family in riches 223 35
chadwick jeffrey R sariah in the elephantine papyri JBOMS 2 fall
196
1993
1993196

200

challis john K the reality of satan in riches 31 50
charles melodie moench the book of job and gods hand in all
things in women 75 83
book of mormon christology in approaches 81 114
christensen kevin nigh unto death NDE research and the book of
mormon JBOMS 2 spring 1993 1 20
christianson jack R unto the least of these new insights into the
blessings of service salt lake city bookcraft 1993
withstanding sexual pressure in uby
why 97 113
clark jennifer the lord will redeem his people adoptive covenant
oark
dark
and redemption in the hebrew bible and the book of mormon
provo utah brigham young university 1993 honors thesis
clark robert E notes on korihor and language JBOMS 2 spring
198 200
1993
1993198
the type at the border an inquiry into book of mormon
typology JBOMS 2 fall 1993 63 77
cloward robert A the saviors missionary training sermon in 3
nephi in 3 nephi 9 30 119 36
compton todd M the spirituality of the outcast in the book of
mormon JBOMS 2 spring 1993 139 60
condie spencer J in perfect balance salt lake city bookcraft 1993
covey stephen R spiritual roots of human relations 2d
ad ed salt
lake city deseret book 1993
cowan richard 0 the church shall bear my name and be built upon
my gospel in 3 nephi 9 30 225 35
1
TI will go before your face evidence of divine guidance
during the twentieth century in heavens 100 11
cracroft richard H well sing and well shout A mantic celebration
of the holy spirit in DS 123 33
crossan john dominic jesus the peasant dialogue 26 spring 1993
155 68

crowell angela

M

August 1993
julyaugust
hebrew poetry update ZR 68 July

4
anew
new findings from scrolls scholars gathered to share
March April 1993 1 3
research ZR 66 marchapril
1

nepbites
nephites
bires
hites
bites
hires
curtis delbert W christ in north america christ visited the Nep
in the land of promise in north america tigard oreg
resource communications 1993
derr jill mulvay and maureen ursenbach beecher an inheritance in
zion in women 93 104
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180

draper richard

D

the mortal ministry of the savior as understood by

the book of mormon prophets JBOMS 2 spring 1993 80 92
ror
dunford C kent A testament
testamentfor
for our times salt lake city
bookcraft 1993 book of mormon messages on modem religious
decline war and political turmoil israel and the gentiles judgment and the afterlife and more
dyer william G catching the vision working together to create a
millennial ward salt lake city bookcraft 1993
Egg
eggington
edgington
ington william our weakness in writing oral and literate
FARMS
PARMS 1992
culture in the book of mormon provo utah farms
ehlers carol jeanne and vicki J robinson serenity in the storm
woman and the crowning event of calling and election vol 3
of daughters of god series salt lake city hawkes 1993
esplin ronald K exalt not yourselves the revelations and thomas
marsh an object lesson for our day in heavens 112 29
IT
FARMS
lehis old
ARMS led expedition examines likely candidate for gehis
world bountiful insights 90 september 1993 1 3 4
faulconer james E the lord thy god hath chosen thee digest 2

october 1993

31 34

firmage edwin jr historical criticism and the book of mormon A
personal encounter sunstone 16 july 1993 58 64
flake kathleen supping with the lord A liturgical theology of the
LDS sacrament sunstone 16 july 1993 18 27
garrett H dean missionary work A view from the doctrine and
covenants in heavens 130 40
gatrost michael the book of mormon testifies of christ witness 81
summer 1993 9 11
gibbons ted what manner of men digest 2 june 1993 60 66
reprinted from misery annjoy
andjoy
and joy orem utah keepsake 1991
gibson arvin S echoesfrom
echoes from eternity new near dealb
death
deatb experiences
examined bountiful utah horizon 1993
gillum gary P ed and comp excerpts from cfall
ibis
this
ail things idis
ali
of all
ofall
people 14 summer 1993 61 62
ad ed
quotations from hugh nibley 2d
of all things classic quotationsfrom
rev and expanded salt lake city deseret book 1993
godfrey kenneth W the nature of the godhead in riches 1 16
goodman A harold priesthood sanctifying
Springville
Sanctify ing the saints springville

utah cedar fort 1993
gorton H clay if there be faults digest 2 march 1993 30 38
language of the lord new discoveries of chiasma in the
doctrine and covenants bountiful utah horizon 1993
there shall be time no longer digest 2 august 1993 48 61
grammer joseph W awake and arise A study on the principle of
free agency our constitutional relationship to agency the
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thread upon which our sacred constitution hangs and our
personal responsibility murray utah northwest 1993
griffith michael T refuting the critics evidences of the book of
mormons
cormons
Mormons authenticity bountiful utah horizon 1993
hadfield M gary neuropathology and the scriptures BYU studies
33 1993

313 28

hafen bruce C the authentic theology in heavens 1 16
hales robert D gifts of the spirit inds
in DS 135 46
ands
hamblin laura the power of negative thinking or the function of
11
doubt in learning exponent II
il 17 no 3 1993 3
hamblin william J basic methodological problems with the anti
mormon approach to the geography and archaeology of the
book of mormon provo utah FARMS 1993 also injboms
mjboms 2
spring 1993 161 97
vikings iron and the book of mormon

insights 86 january

1993 2
19932

hansen gerald jr gathering to the temple teachings of the second
day in 3 nepbi
neobi 9 30 211 23
helps louise fear not digest 2 december 1993 67
hinckley gordon B dedicatory prayer ins xxxvii xxxix joseph
smith memorial building december 10 1991 brigham young
university
trust and accountability in DS 21 27
holbrook brett L the sword of laban as a symbol of divine
authority insights 88 may 1993 2 also injboms
mjboms 2 spring
1993 39
199539
199339

72

holzapfel jeni broberg and richard neitzel holzapfel sisters at the
jesus salt lake city
well women and the life and teachings of
ofjesus
bookcraft 1993
holzapfel richard neitzel eternity sketchy
sketchd in a vision the poetic
version of doctrine and covenants 76 in heavens 141 62
one by one the fifth gospels model of service in 3 nephi
9 30 183 93
huggins ronald V joseph smiths inspired translation of romans 7
dialogue 26 winter 1993 159 82
hunt wallace E jr moses brazen serpent As it relates to serpent
mesoamerica
america boms
worship in Meso
50ms 2 fall 1993 121 31
JBOMS
hunter howard W an anchor to the souls of men in DS 67 73
the real christmas salt lake city bookcraft 1993 booklet
11
II 17 no 3
hurd jerrie making the scriptures our own exponent 1117
1993

8 9

hutchinson anthony A the word of god Is enough the book of
mormon as nineteenth century scripture in approaches 1 19
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jackson kent P prophecies of the last days in the doctrine and
165 81
covenants and the pearl of great price in heavens 163
jensen jay E have 1I received an answer from the spirit digest 2
september 1993 5 11 reprinted from ensign 19 april 1989
20 251
25

clark V my disciples shall stand in holy places jesus christ
johnson dark
oark
lri the twenty first century in heavens 182 93
iri
iti
in
kent stephen A deviant scripturalism and ritual satanic abuse part

two possible masonic mormon magick and pagan influences
23 october 1993 355 67
religion 25
kraut ogden the church and the gospel salt lake city pioneer 1993
the white horse prophecy salt lake city pioneer 1993
kunich john C multiply exceedingly book of mormon population
sizes in approaches 231 67
lambert neal E the symbolic unity of christs ministry in 3 nephi
in 3 nephi 9930
30 195 209
clark the lord will redeem his people adoptive
oark
lane jennifer dark
covenant and redemption in the old testament and book of
mormon JBOMS 2 fall 1993 39 62
matthaean
Mat thean sermon on the mount in
larson stan the historicity of the matthean
3 nephi in approaches 115 63
lebaron E dale official declaration 2 revelation on the priesthood
in heavens 194 207
lee janet G crossing the street of life in DS 11 14
jrv92
sings RV
92
cursings
curlings
lewis ronald E america its blessings and Cur
November
December 1993 4 8
novemberdecember
lundahl craig R and harold A widdison social positions in the city
of light journal of near death studies 11 summer 1993
231 38

Kalevala
luthy melvin J parallelism and number patterns in the kalevala
contrasted with hebrew patterns in DLLS 142 47 discusses
hebrew of old testament
mackay thomas W mormon as editor A study in colophons
colophony
headers and source indicators JBOMS 2 fall 1993 90 109
madsen carol cornwall the elect lady revelation the historical
and doctrinal context of doctrine and covenants 25 in
heavens 208 21
heavens208
mangum garth L the economics of the book of mormon joseph
smith as translator or commentator JBOMS 2 fall 1993 78 89
matheny deanne G does the shoe fit A critique of the limited
tehuantepec geography in approaches 269 328
mather george A and garrya
larryaA nichols dictionary of cults sects
larry
religions and the occult grand rapids mich zondervan 1993

numerous mormon references
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matthews robert J jesus the savior in 3 nephi in 3 nephi 9 30
25 39
the origin of man in riches 17 29
the restoration of all things what the doctrine and
covenants says in heavens 222 42
mcconkie bruce R the probationary test of mortality digest 2
january 1993 22 23 excerpt
the probationary test of mortality digest 2 september 1993
68 79 full text of a talk given at the university of utah institute
of religion january 10 1982
mcconkie joseph fielding the doctrine of a covenant people in 3
nephi9 9 30159
nephie
nepbi
30 159 81
symbol of our faith A monument whose meanings are carved
into its very walls ibis
this
idis people 14 spring 1993 31 34
mcculloch J huston and P kyle mccarter the bat creek
Did judean refugees escape to tennessee provo
inscription didjudean
utah FARMS 1993 reprinted from biblical archaeology
831
review julyaugust
July August 1993 46 55 82 851
83
mckeever bill and eric johnson comps dictionary of the mormon
language from aaronic priesthood to zion el cajon calif
Mom ionism research ministry 1993
mormonism
mcmurrin sterling M some distinguishing characteristics of mormon
philosophy sunstone 16 march 1993 35 46
metcalfe brent lee the priority of mosiah A prelude to book of
mormon exegesis in approaches 395 444
midgley louis the radical reformation of the reorganization of the
restoration recent changes in the RLDS understanding of the
book of mormon JBOMS 2 fall 1993 132 63
miller jeanette W the tree of life a personification of christ
JBOMS 2 spring 1993 93 106
millet robert L the book of mormon historicity and faith JBOMS
2 fall 1993 1 13
the revelations of the restoration window to the past open
door to the future in heavens 17 33
30 1 24
this Is my gospel in 3 nephi 9 301
millet robert L and joseph fielding mcconkie our destiny the call
and election of the house of1srael
of israel salt lake city bookcraft 1993
molen steven the identity of jacobs opponent wrestling with
ambiguity in genesis 3222 32 dialogue 26 summer 1993
187 200
molgard max H inviting the spirit into our lives salt lake city
bookcraft 1993
morrise mark J simile curses in the ancient near east old testament
and book of mormon JBOMS 2 spring 1993 124 38
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morrison alexander B visions of
zion salt lake city deseret book 1993
ofzion
in DS 75 82
nelson russell M integrity of heart ands
inds
lessons from mother eve A mothers day message salt lake
1995 booklet reprinted from ensign 17
city deseret book 1993
november 1987 86 89
nibley hugh W A house of glory provo utah FARMS 1993
promised lands provo utah FARMS 1995
1993 reprinted from
15
151
clark memorandum spring 1993 2 131
dark
role models digest 2 august 1993 3 12 from a speech
presented by the author upon receiving the exemplary manhood
award from brigham young university in 1992
teachings of the book of mormon 4 vols provo utah
FARMS 1993 transcripts of lectures presented to honors
book of mormon classes at brigham young university 1988 90
nyman monte S the designations jesus gives himself in 3 nephi in
3 nepbi
nephi
neobi 9 30 41 58
oaks dallin H another testament of jesus christ in DS 111 22
gral
grai
Crai
gJJ and gene A sessions science and mormonism A
craigj
oberg craige
craig
review essay in harmony 283 89

olsen steven

L

joseph smiths concept of the city of
zion ifijs
in JS
ofzion

203 11

otten leaun G protection against deception in heavens 243 56
pace glenn L spiritual revival salt lake city deseret book 1993
packard sandra bradford searching the scriptures in women 67 74
packer boyd K dedication remarks
xxvii joseph smith memorial building december 10 1991 brigham young university
parry donald W pray always learning to pray As jesus prayed in 3
nephi 9 30 137 48
perkins jerry god tailors revelation to the individual in heavens
257 77
perkins keith W trials and tribulations in our spiritual growth insights
from doctrine and covenants 121 and 122 in heavens 278
89
27889
perry L tom making memories in DS 29 37
peters john durham reflections on mormon materialism sunstone
16 march 1993 47 52
peterson daniel C and donald L enders can the 1834 affidavits
attacking the smith family be trusted insights 90 september

ins

1993

2

proctor maurine oen
auensen
uensen
sen and scot facer proctor where did nephi
jensen
Uen
build the ship this people 14 fall 1993 40 53
proctor scot facer and maurine jensen proctor lightfrom
light from
trom the dust
A photographic exploration into the ancient world of the book
of mormon salt lake city deseret book 1993
proffit robert blind men and seers wisdom paradigms in job and
oedipus insight 9 fall 1993 20 26
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rasmussen ellis
enis T A latter day saint commentary on the old
euls
euis
testament salt lake city deseret book 1993
read lenet hadley joseph smiths receipt of the plates and the
israelite feast of trumpets JBOMS 2 fall 1993 110 20
wiloa whoa whoa feelings in sharing
richardson matt feelings whoa
135 43 feeling the spirit
ricks stephen D translation of the book of mormon interpreting the
evidence JBOMS 2 fall 1993 201 6
riddle chauncey cazier language transactions in covenant and
contract in DLLS 184 88
rolph daniel N prophets kings and swords the sword of laban
and its possible pre laban origin JBOMS 2 spring 1993 73
79
7379
romney joseph B fulfillment of the law of moses new perspectives
10 november 1993 28 32
rona daniel the real bethlehem digest 2 december 1993 31 38
roper matthew comments on the book of mormon witnesses A response to jerald and sandra tanner JBOMS 2 fall 1993 164 93
rust richard dilworth taste and feast images of eating and drinking
monnon BYU
byustudies
in the book of mormon
studies 33 1993 743 52
ofjershon
scott glenn A belize was this the land of
jer shon witness 81
jershon
bershon
summer 1993 12 14
scott john G the purpose of mortality in riches 51 72
scott richard G acquiring spiritual knowledge in
DS 147 56
ands
inds
shipps jan Ts
Is mormonism christian reflections on a complicated
65
question BYU studies 33 1993 438
43865
shirts kathryn H joseph smith and the prophetic voice in women
57 66

skousen royal hebraisms in the original text of the book of
mormon in DLLS 189 92
smith aaron john the baptist and jesus christ A type and shadow of the
bible and the book of mormon witness 83 winter 1993 8 10
smith joseph the gift of the holy ghost editorial by joseph smith
june 15 1842 ZA
z4 70 november 1993 195 99
prophet joseph smith selected and
scriptural teachings of the prophetjosepb
arranged by joseph fielding smith scriptural annotations and introduction by richard C galbraith salt lake city deseret book 1993
smith lyle L dinner plates and the book of mormon witness 82
fall 1993 4 7
mayaarea
area witness 81 summer 1993 4 5
metals in the maya
Meso america witness 83 winter 1993 11 14
ofmesoamerica
peoples of
mesoamerica
smith sherrie kline the la mojarra stela can it be the coriantumr
stone witness 80 spring 1993 4 8
solomon dorothy paradise found an interview with embraced by the
light author betty jean eadie network 16 april 1993 24 25
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sorenson john

comments on nephite chronology JBOMS 2 fall

L

1993207

11

spackman randall P introduction to book of mormon chronology
the principal prophecies calendars and dates provo utah

FARMS 1993
sperry kip from kirtland to computers the growth of family
history record keeping in heavens 290 301
tholson craig L the coming of the holy one of israel vol 4 of
doctrines of the restoration aurora colo by the author 1993
thomas brett P the weak things of the world in heavens 302 16
thomas M catherine the brother ofjared
of jared
fared at the veil provo utah
FARMS 1993
the restoration of the doctrines of marriage and atonement
in women 85 91
the workings of the holy spirit in riches 109 30
thomas mark D A rhetorical approach to the book of mormon rediscovering nephite sacramental language in approaches 53 80
thomasson gordon C mosiah the complex symbolism and symbolic
complex of kingship in the book of mormon JBOMS 2 spring
21 38
1993
199321

UTOs messengers or deceivers
thompson james L aliens and UFOs
bountiful utah horizon 1993
Ti
timaline
timeline of gods dealings with his prophets and the accompanying
meline
records lethbridge paramount printers 1993 Timeline and

text bookmark
top brent L the blessings of repentance and the rewards for
righteousness in ouy
why
oby 172 200
top brent L larry E dahl and walter D bowen follow the living
reasons for
ror
prophets timely reasonsfor
rof obeying prophetic counsel in the
last days salt lake city bookcraft 1993
top brent L and wendy C top beyond deaths door
understanding near death experiences in light of the restored
gospel salt lake city bookcraft 1993
treat mary lee wycliffe translators prepare the way for the
gehis
of
May
fulfillment ofLe
his covenant ZR 67 mayjune
maejune
lehis
june 1993 2 3
oflehis
treat raymond C book of mormon warfare more than meets the
eye ZR 65 januaryfebruary
January February 1993 1 4
gods definition of righteousness ZR 67 May
mayhme
mayjune
maejune
June 1993 1 4
the hidden principle come unto christ ZR 65 january
february 1993 2 3
more on righteousness ZR 69 September
October 1993 2 3
septemberoctober
March April
the significance of the dead sea scrolls ZR 66 marchapril
1993

4

trimble brenda panti maya medicine trail witness 81 summer
1993
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Millen narian world of early mormonism
underwood grant the millennarian
ill university of illinois press 1993
lii
ili
iii
urbana 111
vause L mikel eternal progression the higher destiny in
harmony 277 82
vogel dan anu
antl universalist rhetoric in the book of mormon in
anti
and
approaches 21 52
volluz corbin T gehis
lehis dream of the tree of life springboard to
prophecy JBOMS 2 fall 1993 14 38
welch john W B H roberts affirms book of mormon antiquity in
newly released manuscript insights 91 november 1993 2
connections between the visions of
lehl and nephi insights
lehi
oflehi
111.

89

july

1993

2

welch john W and trevor packer the newly found manuscript of
byustudies
studies 33 1993
doctrine and covenants section 65 BYU
331 36

wheatley margaret J honoring our god given gifts in women
35 45

whiting gary R

the commandment to be perfect in 3 nephi 9

30

101 18

wightman philip C the need for repentance in riches 95 107
Streetlamp digest 2
wilcox brad why does it snow only under the streetlamp

june 1993 30 35
williams clyde J

Nephites and the doctrine of
the three nephites

translation in 3 nephi 9 30 237 5 11
cormons
Mormons story an adaptation based on the
wilson timothy B mormons
book of mormon mapleton utah by the author 1993
wirth diane E john S robertson and brian stubbs did book of
mormon names persist in ancient america insights 87 march
1993

2

woodford robert J the necessity for obedience in riches 73 93
wright david P in plain terms that we may understand joseph
smiths transformation of hebrews in alma 12 13 in
approaches 165 229
wright randala
randalA the consequences of sexual sin in why 52 67
HISTORY

cormons
Mor mons mormonism and
works published about the history of mormons
the mormon church
beverlyjJ white women legislators of utah
abbott delila M and beverly
ap
1896 1993 salt lake city np
1993 several mormon legislators
adams kellene ricks A pioneer christmas pioneer 40
November
December 1993 4 7
novemberdecember
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188

aegerter fred pat comarell and david haws the egyptian theater
brought an exotic look to downtown ogden BH 19 1993
27 29 extracted from the egyptian theater A history 1988
2 be life BYU
alien
ailen james B the story of the truth the way the
allen
studies 33 1993 690 741
nans blunder As john lowe butler saw it
buchanans
buchanann
alley stephen L Bucha
pioneer 40 September
septemberoctober
October 1993 29 30
me fix um remedies among the pioneers pioneer 40
May
mayjune
mayhme
maejune
June 1993 211
April 1993 25
sequel to the gunfight pioneer 40 March
marchapril
anderson lavina fielding prayer under a pepper tree sixteen
accounts of a spiritual manifestation BYU studies 33 1993
55 78

anderson richard lloyd the religious dimensions of emmas letters
to tojoseph
joseph inas
in JS 117 25
injs
anderson warren R owning western history A guide to collecting
rare documents historical letters and valuable autographs
from the old west missoula mont mountain press 1993
facsimiles of two documents pertaining to mormonism
angus mark salt lake city under foot
book
fook seif
bool
ser guided tours of historic
self
neighborhoods salt lake city signature 1993
arrington leonard J mule cars in pioneer utah pioneer 40
November December 1993 18 19
novemberdecember
bachman danel W joseph smith a true martyr injs
inas
in5
ins 317 32
backman milton V jr joseph smith and the restitution of all
things injs
inas 89 99
baker doran and kay baker inception and growth of engineering at
utahs institutions of higher education Ency
encyclic
encyclia
clia 69 1992
men ill
iii
lii
soe richard R lyman joseph F merrill
187 216 john A Widt
menill
widtsoe
and others
barney sarah walker nursing and health care among mormon
women an analysis of the relief society magazine 19141930
1914 1930
provo utah college of nursing brigham young university 1993
masters thesis
acon musical heritage snake river echoes 22
barrus ruth ucon
october 1993 29 30
bartholomew rebecca and leonard J arrington rescue of the 1856
companies
anies rev ed provo utah brigham young
handcart com
university charles redd center 1993
bartschi D P the gunfight at first south and west temple pioneer
40 januaryfebruary
January February 1993 20 21
bashore melvin L the salt lake seagulls professional football team
UHQ 61 winter 1993 4 2 11
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bates irene M patriarchal blessings and the routinization of
charisma dialogue 26 fall 1993 1129
29
bean cheryl harmon LDS baptisms in erie county pennsylvania
nauvoo journal 5 fall 1993 3 7
1831
1851 1833 nauvoojournal
beckham raymond E of starts stops and successes an overview of
fund raising at BYU BYM 47 may 1993 44 49
fundraising
bennion sherilyn C sisters under the skin utahs mormon and non
mormon women and their publications BYU studies 33 1993
111 29

bergera gary james A sad and expensive experience ernest L
Wilkin sons 1964 bid for the US senate UHQ 61 fall 1993
wilkinsons
304 24
A strange phenomena ernest L wilkinson the LDS church
and utah politics dialogue 26 summer 1993 89115
89 115
bishop M guy and richard neitzel holzapfel the st peters of the
new world the salt lake temple tourism and a new image for
utah UHQ 61 spring 1993 136 49
bitton davis glimpses the temple over time what does the salt
lake temple mean to the latter day saints this people 14
spring 1993 24 25
black susan easton the
toe mormon temple square the story behind
the scenery las vegas nev KC publications 1993
blevins winfred dictionary of the american west 5000 terms and
expressions from A
agoing and A coming to zuni new york
going
facts on file 1993 includes mormon references
bradley martha sonntag kidnappedfrom
kidnapped from that land
lund the
government raids on the short creek polygamists vol 9 of
publications in mormon studies salt lake city university of utah
press 1993
sandy city the first 100 years sandy utah sandy city 1993
mentions mormon church
July August 1993 17
A brief history of harrisburg utah pioneer 40 julyaugust
brown sherry lewis the first christmas in the valley pioneer 40
November December 1993 13 15
novemberdecember
mormons
Mormons released time politics
buchanan frederick S masons and cormons
in salt lake city 1930
1950 56
56jmh
JMH 19 spring 1993 67 114
cannon brian Q john C calhoun jr meets the prophet joseph
smith shortly before the departure for carthage BYU studies 33
1993 772 80
1993772
cannon donald Q joseph smith and the university of nauvoo injs
inas
285 300
christiansen larry D the struggle for power in the mormon
battalion dialogue 26 winter 1993 51 69
christmas with the pioneers digest 2 december 1993 44 46
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cornwall marie camela courtright and laga van beek how
common the principle women as plural wives in 1860
139 53
1995
dialogue 26 summer 1993
13953
199313953
1993139
cottam naomi M pioneer autograph albums and scrapbooks CC 4
1993 133 80 contents clippings from scrapbooks historical
notes and interview with amelia folsom young
cowan richard 0 memorials to the prophet the former and the
1
new joseph smith buildings injs
brigham young
xii
xli
ali
inas
in5
ins
university
dalton grant R women of the mormon battalion pioneer 40
May June 1993 22 23
maejune
mayjune
davis harold S the losepa
josepa origin of joseph F smiths laie prophecy
BYU studies 33 1993 81 108
April
marchapril
davis inez smith in the days of old nauvoo jrv88
rv88 March
1993 28 31 reprinted from vision january 19321
1932
1952
durham michael S this Is the place retracing the pioneer trail in
mormon utah american heritage 44 april 1993 65 82
1839 mormon redress petitions nauvoo journal 5 spring 1993
15 17

embry jessie L the good war RLDS and LDS americans responses
to world war 11
II JWHAJ 13 1993 51 64
enders donald L the joseph smith sr family farmers of the

genesee ina
213 25
lna
esplin fred the Or
orderville
derville molasses raid this people 14 holiday

ins

1993
52 57
199352

fielding robert kent the unsolicited chronicler an account of the
gunnison massacre its causes and consequences utah
territory 1847
1859 a narrative history brookline mass
18471859
paradigm 1993
the first 100 years of the alumni association an alumni
49 51
retrospective BYM 47 february 1993 4951
foster craig L victorian pornographic imagery in anti mormon
literature JMH 19 spring 1993 115 32
foster lawrence the psychology of religious genius joseph smith
and the origins of new religious movements dialogue 26

winter 1993 1 22
friedman lawrence M crime and punishment in american history
new york basicbooks
BasicBooks 1993 mormon church briefly mentioned
friedman ralph the other side of oregon caldwell idaho caxton
printers 1993 mentions the mormon battalion
gale robert L A cultural encyclopedia of the 1850s in america
westport conn greenwood 1993 entry for latter day saints
gallagher carole american ground zero the secret nuclear war
cormons
mons
lunenburg vt stinehour 1993 brief mention of mormons
Mor
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gardner helen B and quenton T bowler the peoples progressive
telephone company 1912 17 the dream and the reality UHQ
61 winter 1993 79 94
godfrey kenneth W remembering the deaths of joseph and hyrum
smith injs
inas 301 15
gorrell michael J lets do it west valley
valre
valley citys
vailer
cites official early history
west valley city utah west valley city civic committee 1993
grandstaff mark R having more learning than sense william E
MLellin
mcellin
mlellin and the book of commandments revisited dialogue 26
winter 1993 23 48
grant helen R comp locality histories CC 4 1993 377 416
griggs C wilfred and others evidences of a christian population in
the egyptian fayum
fadum and genetic and textile studies of the
byustudies
akhmim noble mummies BYU
studies 33 1993 215 43
gunzenhauser paul garden grove a place to see MHAN
88 spring
mhan88
1993

3

gunzenhauser paul and karla gunzenhauser garden grove iowa by
the authors 1993
hallberg carl sunday school evangelism religious education and
social values in wyoming 1868 1918 wyoming annals 65
spring 1993 22 35 briefly mentions mormonism
12
hamblin william J the final step sunstone 16 july 1993 11
1112
historical criticism methodology
hansen vaughn E whence came they
thet israel britain and the
springviue
Spring ville utah cedar fort 1993
restoration springville
harris katherine long vistas women and families on colorado
homesteads niwot
hiwot colo university press of colorado 1993
mormon references
hinckley gordon B dedication remarks injs
inas xxix xxxvi joseph
smith memorial building 10 december 1991 brigham young
university
holzapfel richard neitzel A time of dedication how history records
the unique events of the temples dedication this people 14
spring 1993 25 26
holzapfel richard neitzel and T jennery
jeffery cottle A window to the past
jenery
A photographic panorama of early church history and the
doctrine and covenants salt lake city bookcraft 1993
howard richard P the power of place saintsherald
saints sHerald
herald 140 february
Saint
1993

7 10

reflections on writing the church through the years volume 1I distinguished author lectures 5 1992 1993 11 24
what sort of priesthood for women at nauvoo
nauvooywh413
jwflaj
l4j 13
jbf
18 30
1993
199518
199318
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cormons and
hughes richard T two restoration traditions mormons
churches of christ in the nineteenth century JMH 19 spring
34 51
1993
199334
hulse james W C C goodwin and the taming of the tribune UHQ
61 spring 1993 164 81
Bedfellows a history of science fiction in
hume barbara R strange bedfellows
the corridor in washed xii xxii
xvii

Kanes ville advertisements ogden utah
kanesville
hyde myrtle stevens comp ganesville
by the author 1993
hyde ronald G the BYU alumni association 100 years young
BYM 47 february 1993 44 48
jackson richard H sacred space and city planning the mormon
example architecture and comporturearcbitecture
comporturelarchitecture and
behavior 9 1993 251 59
jett stephen C before columbus the question of early transoceanic
Inter influences BYU studies 33 1993 245
intel
71
interinfluences
24571
keilty maureen best hikes with children in utah seattle wash the
mountaineers 1993 photos by dan peha includes mormon
history
knack martha C

Interethnic
interethnic competition at kaibab during the early
twentieth century etbnohistory
ethnobistory 40 spring 1993 212 45
larson suzanne an ideograph analysis of the mormon women and
non mormon womens public argument on polygamy and
suffrage 1870 1886 ann arbor mich UMI 1992 phd diss
university of oregon
lee rex E dedication remarks ins xvii xx joseph smith memorial building 10 december 1991 brigham young university
loveless cheri the house of the lord what memories linger in its
hallways and mingle with its reverent warmth this people 14
spring 1993 20 23
madsen brigham D B H roberts studies of the book of mormon
77 86
dialogue 26 fall 1993 7786
nauvoo in
madsen carol cornwall faith and community women of
ofnauvoo
JS 227 40
the power of combination emmeline B wells and the
YU studies 333
national and international councils of women BBYU
1993 646 73
sisters at the bar utah women in law UHQ 61 summer
1993 208 32
1993208
malouf beatrice B comp A century ago 1892 CC 4 1993 1 40
mangum garth L and bruce D blumell the cormons
mormons
Mor mons war on
We yare
poverty A history of
LDS welfare
dare 1830 1990 vol 8 of
oflds
oflas
publications in mormon studies salt lake city university of utah
press 1993
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matthews robert J joseph smith translator ins 77 87
mcbride dennis the mormon atlantis the pioneer town of st
thomas was an idyllic place until it was covered by lake
November December 1993 82 92
mead nevada 53 novemberdecember
merrill byron R joseph smith and the Lama
injs
nites djs
lamanites
njs
inas 187 202
millet robert L dedication remarks ings
uoseph smith
xavi doseph
joseph
xxi xxvi
injs
infs axi
memorial building 10 december 1991 brigham young university
mississippi saints and the mormon battalion sick detachments
pioneer 40 julyaugust
July August 1993 24
new collection adds information to colonia juarez research MBN
MEN 2
september 1993 1 3
parsons A
comp the apostasy and restoration RV
May
89 maejune
mayjune
June
rv89
1993 22 23 reprinted from parsons text book 127 32
independence mo ensign 1902
perciaccante marianne backlash against formalism early mormon
iams appeal in jefferson county JMH 19 fall 1993 35 63
isms
peterson john alton cormons
mormons
Mor mons indians and gentiles and utahs
black hawk war ann arbor mich UMI 1993 phd diss
arizona state university
peterson paul H understanding joseph A review of published
documentary sources ings
injs
infs 101 16
poll richard D thomas L kane and the utah war UHQ 61 spring
1993 112
1993112

35

porter larry C the book of mormon historical setting for its
translation and publication injs
inas
in5
ins 49 64
price pamela church schools are essential since the days of
nauvoo
ofnauvoo
sunday schools have played an important role in the church
29
2629
vision 13 june 1993 26
prince gregory A having authority the origins and development of
priesthood during the ministry of ofjosepb
joseph smith john whitmer
historical association monograph series independence mo
independence press 1993
quinn D michael I thou vs Ilitit conversions the mormon baseball
baptism era sunstone 16 december 1993 30 44
raymond remembered settlers sugar and stampedes raymond
alberta history book committee town of raymond 1993
mormons in that area
includes history of the cormons
7 bis people 14 holiday 1993
roche vaughn A faithful resistance this
12 18

July August
rosenberg donald J the deseret alphabet pioneer 40 julyaugust
1993 25
199325

26

ryser sterling R effects of the military on the utah pioneers pioneer
40 September
October 1993 27 29
septemberoctober
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sack sallyann amdur recent acquisitions of the LDS mormon
family history library avotaynu the international review of
jewish genealogy 9 spring 1995
1993 11 12
salway teonei
ternei responding to history jewish and latter day saint
timely and timeless reactions insight 9 fall 1993 13 19
sandberg karl telling the tales and telling the truth writing the
of
Widt soe dialogue 26 winter 1993 93 105
history ofwidtsoe
widtsoe
saunders richard A contemporary view of the nauvoo legion the
general return for the second cohort 1843 nauvoojournal
nauvoo journal
tournai 5
fall 1993 51 52
schirer david L murray utah families in transition 1890 1920
UHQ 61 fall 1993 339 56
beai
BYM 47
schulthess dave rise and shout 100 years of BYU sports byai
august 1993 44 46 56 57
scott patricia lyn the primary association in rigby 1886 1900
snake river echoes 22 october 1993 26 28
simmerman steven R the mormon health traditions an evolving
view of modem medicine journal of religion and health 32
fall 1993 189 96
ats
injs 65 75
skousen royal the book of mormon critical text project as
inas
ajs
smith thayne jo mrs red rock chapter place monument in
March April 1993 17
johnson canyon cemetery pioneer 40 marchapril
somers ray history of logon
logan 2 vols logan utah somers historic
press 1993
spillman W B pat will contention ever cease A personal
reflection distinguished author lectures 5 1992 93 27 49
thompson roger M the mormon church new york hippocrene
books 1993 part of the hippocrene great religions of the
world series
traub aguirre margaret latter day mecca salt lake city magazine 4
May
mayjune
maejune
June 1993 78 86 salt lake temple
ulrich laurel thatcher the significance of trivia JMH 19 spring
1993
1995 52 66
199352
RIDS
vlahos clare D A history of early RLDS
kids spirituality 1860 1885 ann
elds
arbor mich UMI 1992 phd diss university of kansas
vogel dan and scott C dunn the tongue of angels glossolalia
among mormonisms
Mormoni sms founders JMH 19 fall 1993 1 34
wade alton L an institution of prophetic destiny laie hawaii
brigham young university hawaii campus 1993 devotional
address
Mormoni sms ensign peak
walker ronald W A banner Is unfurled mormonisms
dialogue 26 winter 1993 71 91
seeking the remnant the native american during the joseph
smith period JMH
MH 19 spring 1993 1 33
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welch john W jesse smiths 1814 protest

BYU

studies 33 1993

131 44

wharton tom and gayen wharton discover america utah compass
american guides 1993 photographs by tom till includes
mormon history
MEN
whitney journals seven original mormon trail letters donated MBN
2 june 1993 1 7 typescripts
Type scripts of letters donated to utah state
university
wright david P the continuing journey sunstone 16 july 1993
12 14 historical criticism
youngreen buddy the sons of the martyrs nauvoo reunion 1860
digest 2 january 1993 35 54

inspiration
cormons or mormonism
inspirational stories about mormons
anderson scott L covenant relationships that count in sharing 1 9
ashton emma rae mckay mother lifes finest blessing in
mothering 112 14
barkdull larry feeding on feedback digest 2 june 1993 78
grown ups world salt
barker shane R surviving as a teenager in a grownups
lake city bookcraft 1993
belnap mary ellen bennett mother the spirit of our home in
mothering 125 29
bennett evalyn D on goals in mothering 129 32
berg art E whatever it takes in sharing 10 16
the best gift I1 ever received this people 14 holiday 1993 35 38
black dean the truth alone wears well digest 2 march 1993 19 2 11
black susan easton the envelope digest 2 june 1993 2729
27 29
Proce edeth that which Is great
brown cheryl out of small things proceeded
101
10
in DS iol
d&c 6433 ands
lol1 9
inds
dac
stones of insight and inspiration stories of faith
calhoun margie stories
ad ed salt
that will inspire the speaker teacher and reader 2d
lake city bountiful press 1993
True faith promoting storiesfor
stories tor
when faith writes the story true
for
ad ed salt lake city bountiful
the speaker teacher and reader 2d
1993
cannon elaine mothering salt lake city bookcraft 1993
darger anne carroll P motherhood profession of choice in
mothering 91 93
darger arlene B memories of my mother marie jones barlow
mothering 117 22
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davidson karen lynn the abundant life Is the teachable life in
women 17 27
ant george D and the winner Is
durrant
father salt lake city
dunant
dun
bookcraft 1995
1993 pamphlet
ellison
enlson
enison mark faith in the lord and the you the lord sees in
sharing 49 60
faulconer james E self image self love and salvation digest 2 june
1993 7
1995
19937
gibbons ted

26

brigham young and the robin soup digest 2 march
1993 60 67 from a transcript of the address given august 19
1977 at brigham young university
an interrupted prayer digest 2 january 1993 31 34 from
the booklet amen an interrupted prayer orem utah
keepsake nd
goates claudia T beth harmon
hannon tidwell potts my mother my
heroine in mothering 115 17
grasoli
grassli
Gr assli michaelene P ulbar
whar 1I1I have learnedfrom
what
learned from children salt lake
city deseret book 1993
grasoli
grassli
assli michaelene P dottie packer and jane anne woodhead all 1I1I
Gr
really need Is my mom salt lake city bookcraft 1993 pamphlet
hales janette C lessons that have helped me in DS 83 90
hall stephen jason all for the love of a friend in sharing 61 67
hansen suzanne L real love the most awesome adventure in

sharing 68 75
harris victor hamburgers fries pies and a soft drink or dare to do
right in sharing 76 85
henderson carrie B the wonder filled institution of motherhood in
mothering 85 88
Spring ville utah cedar fort 1993
hinze sarah comp lefe
lene before life springville
life
jack elaine L get a life in DS 47 55
jacobs curtis stand as a witness in sharing 86 93
jensen kathleen bushnell must we always run faster than we have
strength in women 47 55
por
johnson lucile sunny side up breakthrough lwe
Ide
ideas
from
womenfrom
for women
ideasfor
asfor
one of the most loved speakers in the church compiled and
edited by arlene bascom american fork utah covenant
communications 1993
101
jones barbara barrington 1 I just want to be happy in sharing 94 10
lol
loi1
kimball camilla eyring family christmas traditions digest 2
december 1993 4 7
lee rex E and janet G lee selective attitudes and the happy life
in DS 57 66
Fantasyland or Reali
tyland nice places to visit but
field alien
realityland
Utchnield
litchfield
ailen fantasyland
allen
where do you want to live in sharing 102 14
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lloyd grant and mary lou lloyd faith blossoms at cherry hill
bountiful utah horizon 1993
loveless cheri A years supply on an impossible budget this people
14 spring 1993

martin sandy
26 32
mason barbara
miles blanche
nelson gary R

61 64

bittersweet journey this people 14 holiday 1993
lapray waiting patiently in mothering 94 97
remembering mother in mothering 122 25
reach out lift each other soar high in sharing

115 24

okazaki chieko N cats cradle salt lake city bookcraft 1993
christmas presence salt lake city deseret book 1993 booklet
lighten up salt lake city deseret book 1993
lighten up in women 1 8
pahnke vickey beauty and the beast what youre looking for Is
what youll find in sharing 125 34
pearson carol lynn 1 I dont want to be a mormon anymore
sunstone 16 march 1993 53 57
peterson brookie A letter to the mother and the father of a special
log
11
logli
10611
child in mothering 106
peterson virginia 1I mother my teacher of life lessons in
mothering 102 6
poole kit the waiting place digest 2 january 1993 55 58
ritchie james W 1 I the lord am bound digest 2 october 1993
65 67 reprinted from ordained to win provo utah rydalch
1990

robison joleen ashman out in left field a true story digest 2
17 reprinted from dialogue 25 summer
september 1993 14
1417
1992 117
1992117

smith kathryn

S

120

lovest thou me feed my lambs in sharing

144 54

thayer donlu
conlu dewitt the price we pay through competition in

women 129 44
thomas A david if im wearing the whole armor of god why do 1I
keep getting beat up in sharing 155 64
thomas paula be of good cheer you know what ammon knew
in sharing 165 72
walters lola B wronged by another tois
ibis people 14 summer 1993
this
36 39

wilcox brad dates without pits in sharing 173 82
wilcox michael and ted gibbons porter the polar bear goes to
hawaii digest 2 march 1993 28 29 taken from a forthcoming book
winder barbara W with the help of the lord
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91
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wright randal A A lesson at the gas pump digest

2

january 1993

63 65

zirker sherri and ronald zirker families in focus cameo 1
december 1993 52 53
recipe for a happy family cameo 1 november 1993
36 37
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